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This document contains validated activities and competencies needed

by information professionals working in an information center/
clearinghouse.

The following operational definition of cappetency was

developed:

A competency is a genericlumarledgm, skill or attitude of a person

that is causally related to effective behavior as

demonstrated

through external pea:Aman criteria, where:

intonation

Knowledge is

having
about, knowing, understanding,
being acquainted with, being aware of, having experience of, or
beano familiar with something, someone, oc haw to do something.
Skill is the ability to use one's

knowledge

effectively.

Attitude is a mental or emotional approach

to

something, or

seneate.

We have identified several types of knowledge that are necessary to
perform information work satisfactorily as follows:

Basic knowledge in such areas as language, communication,
arithmetic operations, etc.

Sublea_knowledge of primary subject fields of users served
such as medicine, chemistry, law, etc.
-1,

,

O.
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:

such as the

information community, its participants and their social,
econauic and technical interrelationships, etc.

Bnaidedgea_whatjigrkliukne such as the activities required
to provide services and produce products, etc.

such as

the mission, goals, and objectives of the user or the
organisation, user's information needs and requirements, etc.

There appear to be three kinds of skills necessary to perform
information work satisfactorily including:

Basic skills such as cognitive, communication, analytical, etc.

SkilliiselatecUmsachitecificactimitz

being performed such
as negotiation of reference questions, evaluation of search
outputs, etc.

Other skills such as managing time effectively, budgeting and
making projections, etc.

Attitudes of information professionals are found to be extremely

important to work performance.

We have found it useful to subdivide

attitudes into:

DimositionaLattitudes toward one's profession, the organization served, one's work organization, and other people such as
users and co- workers.

augoalitytrAitsbatalities

such as confidence, inquisitiveness, sense of ethics, flexibility, etc.

ittitudesralatecUsLichatorkiorganizatim such as willingness
to accept responsibility, willingness to learn, desire to grow,
etc.

The activities and competencies are organized according to the
functions which information professionals perform, and by professional
level as displayed in Figure 1.

The competencies are cumulative across

professional level, i.e., competencies of mid-level professionals include
entries shown at the mid -level as well as those at the entry level, etc.

It is important to understand the distinction between functions
perfumed and positions or job titles.

Our rationale behind the functional

approach was that we were more concerned with what information profession-

als do than with what they are called.

In a single-person center,

therefore, the information professional will undoubtedly perform more than
a single function.
document,

In using and interpreting the competency data in this

it is important to consider the functions being performed by
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professionals and the activities being performed to determine which
competencies are appropriate.

The functions identified for information

professionals working in information centers/clearinghouses are:

acquisitions
thesaurus development and control
indexing/abstracting
reference/information analysis
publications and product management.

Three professional levels were defined as follows:

entry level (up to 3 years of professional experience)
mid level (4-9 years of professional experience)
senior level (10 or more years of professional experience).

The activities performed are listed first and numbered sequentially.

The actual assignment of individual activities to subcategories of

the major activities and to the functions varies from one worksetting to
another.

The organization of activities that we developed provided us with

the "best fit" case.

Indented and unnumbered activities are essentially

paraprofessional activities which, in small organizations, may be performed
by professionals.

The activities are followed by the validated sets of knowledge,
skills and attitudes.

TWo versions of each of the lists are provided.

The

first set have those competencies designated by the validators as essential

in bold face print, and those designated as desirable in regular face
print.

The level of emphasis is denoted by asterisks as follows:

denotes each competency rated as essential or desirable by
50-70 percent of the validators of that competency
**

denotes each competency rated as essential or desirable by
71-84 percent of that validators of that competency

*** denotes each competency rated as essential or desirable by
85-100 percent of the validators of that competency.

The second set of knowledge, skills, and attitudes have competencies designated by the validators as becoming more or less important in the
future.

Again, the level of emphasis is denoted by asterisks as follows:

denotes each covetency rated by 1-20 percent of those who
validated it (as essential, desirable, or not applicable) as
becoming more or less important in the future
**

denotes each competency rated by 21-40 percent of those who
validated it (as essential, desirable, or not applicable) as
becoming more or less important in the future

*** denotes each competency rated by 41-100 percent of those who
validated it

(as essential, desirable, or not applicable) as

becoming more or less important in the future

denotes competencies rated as currently not applicable which
have also been rated as becoming more important in the future.
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ACITIVITI115

ACQuisrriorr

ENI'RY LEVEL

Selection
1.

Develop a good understanding of the information center's/clearinghouse's policies and guideliness for data collection

2.

Receive citations from organization staff for serials/numbered series,

selected monographs, reports, conference and workshop proceedings,
audiovisuals, unpublished materials, free materials, research in
progess, etc.
3.

Select materials to order from publishers' catalogs, book reviews,
bibliographies, etc.

4.

Exanine shipments of unsolicited materials (blanket orders/al-approval
shipments, deposited materials, gifts, etc.) to select which items are

suitable for retention; annotate processing slips for each item as
required
5.
6.

Assign processing priorities to all ,material selected for pr "cessing

Maintain a statistical record of selection and the

4sefulness of

various selection tools
Verification and Ordering
7.

Determine source of procurement for each item ordered (jobber, direct,
gift, exchange, etc.)

8.

Supervise ordering/claiming of materials:

verify and locate additional bibliographic data as required; refer
problems to supervisor

search records to determine if material is already on order/
requested
prepare/input subscription and non- subscription orders/requests,
including the proper "Ship to" addresses for materials to be
indexed off-site
pcepare/gosumatepurdhase orders, if required
prepare order/request documentation for mailing, or place orders/
requests online with the appropriate suppliers

forward order documentation to the fiscal control staff for
coordination and mailing, if required
claim outstanding orders/r
claim missing issues of sete:ganbered series
cancel orders, as required
re-issue orders/requests to different sources as required

ACTIVP1ES

EERY LEVEL

ACQUISITIONS

yezithatisaLaricukstanciumwsu
8.

Supervise ordering/claiming of materials (canted):
order/I:quest replacement copies of dmnaged/lost materials
process subscription renewals
maintain a statistical record of ordering operations

9.

Supervise ordering/requesting sample issues of serials/numbered series
for review by selection staff

10 Search for trade and non-trade bibliographic information that
technicians are unable to locate; refer problems to higher level staff,
as appropriate

FficeirtagmasIng
U. Supervise receipt processing of all types of materials:
sort incoming itqms, as appropriate
search appropriate file to locate the records
refer to the supervisor items which differ bibliographically from
the item ordered/requested

update records with receipt of individual items/issues/numbers/
parts
create records for unsolicited materials which are to be processed
flay serial records for gap filling, as required
or other locator information to each
assijn an accession numbr
item received
on each piece; may be bar code/OCR
record/affix locator F.label to allow for ....m.zing of materials fran time of receipt
through completion of the processing cycle

input bibliographic data (standard journal title abbreviation,
vollme, issue or bibliographic information for monographs,
etc.) on 0.3 indexing form/record for each item received; (this
activity ay involve transfer of data fran one automated file
to another, rather than actual data input on the indexing
form/record)
mark materials with the organization's identification
affix security labels, if required
place new serial titles on the appropriate shelf for special file
maintenance
place serials which have title changes on the appropriate shelf for
file maintenance
place materials for indexing on the appropriate trucks
deliver trucks to proper locations

send form letters to acknowledge deposited materials/gifts, if
appropriate

ACQUISITIME

EtflillY LEVEL

2egliatiyjaratgnsLion=
11. Supervise receipt processing o.! all types of materials (cont'd):

annotate receipt on packing BUN/invoice copies, if received, and
forward to the fiscal control unit
annotate packing slips/invoice copies for damaged/imperfect or
unwanted hardbound series; forward docuaentation to the fiscal
control unit

prepare damaged/imperfect materials, incorrectly supplied
materials, and unwanted materials for return to suppliers, if
appropriate
place surplus materials in specified area to await proper disposal
maintain record of receipt processing statistics

File Maintenance
12. Supervise creation and maintenance of records for non-serial materials
input orders/requests, unsolicited receipts
update records bared on correspondence received and actions taken
update records with receipt, return and disposal information
delete records at appropriate levels

maintain statistical records of file creation and maintenance
operations
13. Supervise creation and maintenance of serial records:

input records for new serial titles
update records with data re:
cancellations, reissues, claims, and
gap filling
update records for newly - received titles with indexing assignment

(in-house or contract), standard title abbreviation, ISSN,
frequency, etc.
update records with data re: change in frequency, change of title,
chalge in publisher, cessation, change of indexing assignment
input new records for newly changed titles
input cross reference records as required
remove records from the active file when appropriate
delete records when appropriate

maintain statistical records of file creation and maintenance
operations

3
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ACQUISITRAS

ENTRY LEVEL

Zhu
14. Handle problems related to selection, ordering and receipt processing
of all types of materials snd to overall maintenance of the records;
refer problems to higher level staff, as appropriate.
15. Conduct business by phone, when appropriate
16. Write memos and letters, as required
17. Prepare manuals of procedures

D. Make reccemendat ions to the section manager for improvement in
operations of the unit/section
19. Attend and participate in staff meetings

20. Provide an overview of the operations of the unit/section to visitors,
as requested
21. Supervise technicians and other paraprofessional staff
22. Work to develop "esprit de corps" among staff supervised

23. Assist section manager in writing job descriptions for self and for
staff supervised
24. Assist section manager in developing performance standards for self and
for staff supervised

25. Assist section manager in the review and performance evaluation of
staff supervised
26, Assist in the selection of new technicians and paraprofessionals

27. Keep abreast of developments in the information field, library
practice, or legislation that affect acquisition and processing of
serials/numbered series, monographs, conference proceedings, audiovisuals, unpublished materials, etc.

28. Attend professional meetings and prepare reports for dissemination to
staff
29. Develop professional contacts both within and outside the organization

ACQUISITIONS

MID LEVEL

Balmlike
30. Keep abreast of changing information needs in the subject field(s)
which the center/clearinghouse supports; notify staff of any changes

YeLificatiguNNLQuieling

31. Develop procedures for the verification and ordering of serials/
numbered series and/or other materials selected for processing
32. Supervise the maintenance of an address file of procurement sources

33. Draft form letters for acknowledging deposited materials/gifts,
requesting deposit of materials, ordering serials and other materials,

claiming/cancelling orders, claiming missing issues, ordering
replacement issues, etc.

34. Work with the appropriate fiscal office to schedule purchases of
materials and renewal of subscriptions in order to operate within the
budget
35. Work with the appropriate fiscal office to develop procedures for the
handlirg of the final steps in ordering and invoice processing
36. Identify sources for filling gaps

Eggelaangeoming
37. Develop procedures for receipt processing of all types of materials

38. Develop procedures for maintenance of records for order/receipt control
of serial and non-serial materials

39. Make preliminary selection of forms and/or develop &aft record formats
for all section files

Zimul_eatml
40. Wbrk with the appropriate fiscal office of the parent organization to

identify requirements and develop draft procedures for purchasing

materials and services (e.g., open ended subscriptions, dealer
check-in)

AOatTISITIONS

MID LEVEL

Fiscal Control (=It'd)

41. WOrk with the appropriate fiscal office to develop procedures for
proper packing slip/invoice handling and receipt certification by
section staff

42. Assist the appropriate fiscal office in resolving any problems related
to payment for materials

43. Remain aware of the expenditures and balances in the materials
account(s); notify the section manager of situations which may require
special action
44. Develop projected budget requirements for purchasing materials for the
new fiscal year

Minr
45. Assess performance of existing equipment/systems/services used in the

section and investigate capabilities of other equipment/systems/
services
46. Recommend acquisition of new/additional equipment/systems/services
47. Train staff in operation and in-house maintenance of equipment /systems

48. Supervise in-house operation and maintenance of equipment/systems
49. Gather infornetion for maintenance contracts on equipment/systems

50. Draft statements of work for contract proposals for services, systems,
evipment and/or maintenance
51. Evaluate contractors' proposals
52. Train and supervise entry level staff

53. Assist in the selection of new professional staff
54. Write articles for professional journals/newsletters when appropriate

ACQUISITICNS

SIMIOR LEVEL

fielegtko
55. Select and maintain an up-to-date collection of selection tools and
aids to bibliographic verification

56. Work with senior level staff from the indexing/abstracting and
reference/information analysis sections to formulate draft selection

policies for all types of materials to be processed (fully or
selectively) by the center/clearinghouse so that it may function as an
information resource in the subject field(s); recommend revisions to
the policies as required

57. Prepare draft selection guidelines to be used by section staff as an
aid to interpreting selection policies; draft revisions as required

58. Periodically review staff selections to ensure more uniform
interpretation of the selection policies; conduct training sessions as
required

59. Together with senior level reference /informatics analysis staff,
indexing/abstracting staff and thesaurus control staff, identify
organizations/institutions which produce information in the subject
field(s) which the center/clearinghouse supports
60. Work with senior level referaice/information analysis staff to evaluate
the existing data collection(s) and identify areas of weakness

61. Prepare lists of materials to be purchased or requested in order to
upgrade areas of weakness in the data collection(s)

62. Together with reference/informatice analysis staff, compile lists of
reference books and standard works that comprise a basic collection in
each major subject area. New editions of these materials are purchased
automatically

BerUM.Emmudng
63. Work with senior Aaff of the indexing/abstracting section to establish

procedures and resolve problems related to the timely receipt of
materials for indexing and the input of bibliographic data on indexing
forms/records by section staff
64. hbrk with senior staff and quality and production control staff of the
indexing/abstracting section, reference/information analysis staff and

data processing staff to develop plans and procedures for using the
acquisitions files for tracking materials from the time of receipt
through crecaetion of the processing workflow

ACTIVITIES

ACQUISITIONS

SENIOR LEVEL

RulAkatimaLammt
65. Work with senior staff of the indexing and publications management
sections to develop procedures and resolve problems related to the
regular publication of lists of materials indexed

66. Work with section staff to produce for publication the list of

materials currently indexed; include standard journal title
abbreviations, ISSNs, references fran former title to current title for

recent title changes, and standard bibliographic citations for all
other materials indexed

=sr
67. Function as a technical expert in all matters related to selection and
acquisition of materials for processing

68. Interview dealers' representatives to learn about the particular
services they offer

69. Identify dealers who have a good performance record in supplying
irregular serials, congress proceedings, and other materials which are
difficult to acquire
70. Assist the section manager in negotiating with dealers' representatives
to obtain the required level of service in acquiring and/or processing
materials
71. Evaluate dealers' performance and report to section manager

72. Draft documentation to support cooperative agreements with
organizations/institutions which produce information in the subject
field(s) of interest to the center/clearinghouse; request deposit of

copyrighted and uncopyrighted materials, particularly fugitive
documents (e.g., unpublished documents, project reporter preprints,
texts of speeches, conference papers, curriculum guides, instructional
materials)

73. Evaluate the participation of primary information producers in
depositing unpublished and non-trade materials with the center/
clearinghouse; suggest methods to effect increased cooperation from
then
74. Draft section procedures and policies; draft revisions as required

AMIVITIES

Amman=

SENIC11 LEVEL

gther (cant' d)

75. Flowchart and document section procedures
76. Assist section manager in on -going systems analysis of the section

77. Analyze statistics for all operations in the se-tion and prepare draft
statistical reports
78. Train and supervise mid level

.aff

79. Assist section umager in preparing the annual budget for section
operations
80. Function as section manager in his/her absence

CCMPININCIES
.Z
ND AS
ESSENTIAL VERSE 11161RABIZ

ACQUISITIONS

ENTRY LEVEL

Maj, knowledge
*** knowledge related to literacy, numeracy, ccemunicaticms, etc.
filakiffitisaoLlidge

* Immidedge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g., education, medicine, dneaiefty, la* etc.)
*** knowledge in greater depth in specific subjects (e.g., science, math,
and environmental education; handicapped and gifted children;
reading and caserricatica skills, etc.)
* knowledge of foreign languages

Library & Information Science Enadledge (Generic)
* knowledge of definition, structure, and formats of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to the organization of information
knowledge of alternative approaches to retrieval of Information
* knowledge of available and emerging information tec hnologies and their
applications
* knowledge of how to learn on an ongoing basis

icagtzlegiggikatjamatigeugulLenyArmen
TM knowledge of the expanding information community, its participants and
their interrelationships (social, econanic, technical, etc.)
* knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered
knowledge of the users of the services and products, their characteristics, and infomktice habits

I112/12AILS&Mhat2514IALIkine
** knowledge of the acquisitions function, the range of services and
products offered (both actual and potential)
* knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and

;roams the prodicts
* knowledge of the various resources that are necessary to support the
activities

**knowledge of acquisitions tools and sources of bibliographic
infonation
** knowledge of acquisitions methods and techniques
* knowledge of perfonmammeempected melba, it can be measured
* knowledge of job responsibilities and working conditions (e.g., range
of duties, probable compensation, benefits, etc.)

10

23

AmulsrrioNs

Fir Ry LEVEL

jbooledge of how to do work
* knowledge of how to perform the various activities (e.g., request semple issues of ealected serials/humbered series, supervise ordering/

requesting of published and unpublished materials, audiovisual
materials, etc.)

* knowledge of how to use the acquisitions teas and sources of bibliographic information
* knowledge of how to apply the acquisitions methods and techniques
knowledge of personnel procedures
)

!C

I

.I

- 1.

zie

** knowlAdge of theological, goals and objectives of the organization

** knowledge of the structure of the organizatica and the role of the
acquisitions emetics within the orgenisatial

** knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the
organization
* knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to section operations
* knowledge of the various resouroes available within the organization
(e.g. perstmel, equipment, etc.)
* knowledge of the users' information needs and requirements

ACQUISITIONS

MID LEVEL

** greeter depths of knowledge !pacified above
*** knowledge of the operations of other sections in the organisation and
bow they relate to acquisitions
knowledge of available vender-supplied systems, services and predicts
to support acquisitions
* knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the
organization
* knowledge of evaluation met ode and techniques to evaluate systems,
services and products

ACQUISITIONS

SENIOR LEVEL

*** greater depths of Imarledge specified above

*** knowledge of prodacers of unpublished and non-trade materials in
specific subject arms
* knowledge of public relations techniques

knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

rceeentation
** knowledge of the costs associated with resources (materials, persomel,

space, etc.)

** knowledge of cost analysis and interpretation methods
** knowledge of methods of resource allocation
* knowledge of stencluds, assures and methods for enlisting personnel
* knowledge of alternative menagement structures and their implications

for the operation of the section

* state-of-the-art knowledge of library research and practice as it

relates to the acquisition of print and non-print materials and the
support of data collection in specific subjects

25
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Eactagite of what work is done (cored)

** Knowledge of the various resources that are neoessary to support the

activities
** knowledge of acquisitions tools and sources of bibliographic
inforeatios

* Imowledge of acquisitions methods and techniques
** knowledge of perfomonoe expected and bow it an be seamed

* knowledge of job racesibilities and working a:editions (e.g., rave
of duties, probable apensatico, benefits, etc.)

EasallgibLiaUzaLtiukiNak

** knowledge of bow to pedant the varias Aaivities
** knowledge of bow to use the acquisition tools and sources of bibLio-

grathic intonation

** Moeda* of bow to apply the acquisitions methods and techrdques
** lmowledge af persconel procedures
siq

,-

Iv. f

,-1

I

-19,

* knowledge of the mission, golds and drjectives of the orgenisatian

* knowledge of the structure of the orgenintial and the role of the
acquisition notice within the argonisatial
** knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the

organization
* knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to aortic* operations
** knowledge of the various resources available within the organisation
(e.g. personnel, equipmett etc.)
** knowledge of the users' infonaticn needs and requiranntc

ACQUISITIONS

MD LEVEL

* greater depths of knadedge specified above
** knowledge of the cperatioas of other sections in the orgonization and
bow they relate to acquisition
** knowledge of available veniboingplied systems, services and products
to acpoct acquisitions
** knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the

orgaisatico

*** knowledge of valuation methods ad techniques to evaluate systems,
services and prodscts

PCQUISITIONS

SENIOR LEVEL

* greater depths of knowledge specified above

** knowledge of pruducers of unpublished and nal-trade material-, in
specific subject asses
** knowledge of Flak relations techniques
** knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and
presentatiaa
** knowledge of the webs associated with resources (materials, perannel,

awe, etc)

** knarle
of cost analysis and interpretation methods
*** knowledge of methods of resource allocaticn
* knowledge of standards, measures and methods for evaluating personnel
knowledge of alternative memagoment structures and their isplicaticns

for the cpattics of the section
* state-of-the-art knowledge of library research and practice as it
relates to the acquisition of print and non -print materials and the
support of data collection in specific subjects

compErwar. VPLILATSD AS
ASSENTIAL VEISUS EIC3IRABLE
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ENTRY LEVEL

ACQUISITIONS

Basic Skills

***literacy, numeracy, cognitive, analytical, camenications, etc.
Stills Related to Specific Activities
Ability to:
*
*
*
**
*
*
**
*

perform
activity
establish rapport with colleagues
cummomioxitewell by written, verbal and non - verbal wens
conduct meetings with individuals and groups
make decisions and recommendations based on available information
work independently and in groups
develop criteria for evaluation
make effective. timely, and well-informed decisions

* isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and
action for their solution
effectively

**manage tine

MID LEVEL

ACQUISITIONS

Skills Related to Each Specific Activity
*** Skills listed above are developed to a greater extent
Ability to:

* perceive the needs of the organization and not just the section
* anticipate long -range needs of the section
* design systems and propel:Wes to improve section operations
arbitrate and negotiate

SENIOR LEVEL

ACQUISITIONS

*** Skills listed above

are

developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

* apply methods of measurement and evaluation
** budget and meke projection
*** optimize the use of section and orgenizaticnal

resources

COMPEISCIES VALUATED AS MOM
ICRE VERSOS 12EIS MORI=

Di DIE PM=
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Basic

Skills

* literacy, numeracy, cogaitive, analytical& communications, etc.

skills Related

to Specific Activities

Ability to:

gob

* perform
activity
** establish rapport with colleagues
** coisamicate well by written, verbal and non-verbal means
interview
meetings with individuals and groups
* collect, analyse and interpret data
* mike decisions and recemmendeticms based on available informatics

* =duct an
** =duct

** supervise ',staff

* work independently and

in groups

** develop criteria for evaluatica
*** sake effective, thaely, and well-infoneed
** isolate and define problems and

action

develop

&visions
the necessary criteria

for their solution
** menage time effectively

ACQUISITIONS

MID LEVEL

Ocilla Related to Each Specific Activity
* Skills listed above are developed to a greater extent
Ability to:

**
***
*
**

perceive the needs of the orgeedsaticn and not just the section
anticipate long-range needs of the section
design systems and prooedures to improve notice operations
arbitrate and negotiate

and

hCQUISITIONS

* Skills hated above are leveloped to a greater extent

Ability to:
* apply methods of Neasuresent and evaluation
* budget and sake projections

** optimise the use or notice and organisational resources

SENIOR LEVEL

aNPEIVEISS VALMATE) AS
N3Sell7AL VERSOS =MANZ
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ATMIEWS

P4QUISITIONS

Ltemsitional Attitudes
Attitudes Toward
* Respect for profeesign
** Respect for the section
** Respect for the parent organbation
ikttitudes Toward Other Female

Toward Users
***
*
*
*
*
*

Reepect users
Like people in general
Like to help people
Like to meet people
Like to make others feel comfortable
Sensitive to others' needs
Toward Others in the Workplace

** Respect co-workers
* Like to work with others/as a team
* Like to work on own

***Willingness to draw upon and share knowledge and emperience with
others
* SUppoctive of co-workers
Dijoy managing/supervising others
Personal

***
**
*
***
*

Alertness
Assertiveness
Compassicnikindhess
Confidence
Cheerfulness

***Dependability
*
*
*
*
*
*

Determination/Tenacity
Dipacemcy
Emotional stability
Fairness
Flearibility/Vereatility
Imagination
Ingnisitiveness
*** Leadership ability
* Neatness
* Need for achievement

19
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ACQULSITIONS

guagedcsautiougglitm
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**

Objectivity
Open-adndedhess
Optimism/Positive attitude
Organization
Patience
Physical endurance
Mezmarceful
Sensitive/lboughtful
Sense of humor
Sense of ethics
Tcaerance

Attitudes Related to Job /fork/Ora ;aim
Individual should demonstrate:

*** WilLingoes.

to take/accept reeponsibility

llingoess to take initiative
* Wi ltingene to respond to authority, apply and follow policy
* Ilea? intim that there is no single °right° ray to achieve the goals of
the sectico/orgenisatirn
* Desire to learnitly
*

* Will

to fail

llingsses to ask question
* Desire to work to beet of ability

***

** lisigassivaness to time constraints

*** &curacy

Wil Linguae to get bindle dirty
*** Attention to detail
Willingness to do clerical tasks
*** Desire to follaHarough
* Service orientation
* Organizational identity
** willingness to promote parent organization and its services
* Vied of parent organization as part of a larger information envirormient
* Ability to see broad picture
*** Ability to sacrifice short-term gains for long-term goals
** Political sense
* Curiosity
* Variety of interests
* Desire to grow personally
* Desire to grow professionally

* Desire to raisin =rant in specific anti general subject field
* Positive attitude bawd job

20
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COMPENTICIES VALIUM') AS BECOUNG
ICRE VERSOS LESS DICIRTAtir

IN TBE BRUM
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THESAURUS DEVELOPMENT & =TAM

SENIOR LEVEL

DOSTAUSIDSOt
1.

Determine the method (manual or automated) and procedures by which the
thesaurus data will be compiled

2.

Determine the data elements to be included for each subject term

3.

Design the forms to be used for data collection

4.

Develop a basic list of terms in the selected subject field(s) through
review of basic texts, reference, works, abstracting and indexing tools,
existing thesauri in the field(s), etc.

5.

Categorize the terms and develop taxonomies

6.

Review the term lists for semantic and syntactic consistency

7.

Develop written guidelines to ensure that the semantic and syntactic
consistency may be maintained as the thesaurus is updated

8.

Develop written guidelines concerning the nature and structure of the
various types of cross references

9.

Complete data entry forms for cross-references for hierarchically,
horizontally, and otherwise related terms

10. Add annotations to subject terms, as required

11. Supervise the production of the alphabetical listing of subject terms
and cross references and the listing of taxonomies
12. Review and correct term lists
13. Submit the term lists to subject experts for review, if appropriate
14. Supervise the correction of the master term lists
15. Prepare introductory material to be included in th3 printed thesaurus

16. Work with publications management staff and deta processing staff (if
appropriate) to arrange for publication of the thesaurus
17. Perform proofreading of assigned sections of the thesaurus, as required

IIIESAURUS

Emzemse &

CONISOL

SENIOR LEVEL

112ntagl
18. Review suggestion forms received from indexing and reference/
information analysis staff for changes/additions to the approved
thesaurus

19. ?evict assigned taxonomies on a regular basis to determine if change3/
additions to the approved listings should be recommended

20. Check the subjecr literature and the indexing database for use of the
suggested/questioned terms

21. Evaluate findings and determine the appropriate action to be taken:
recommend establishment of a new subject term; recommend a change in an
existing term; recommend replacement of an existing subject term by a
new subject term; recommul conversion of a cross reference term to an

approved thesaurus term; recommend establishment of a new cross
reference term: recommend restructuring of an entire area of the
taxonomy; recommend no change in the existing term, etc.
22. Prepare appropriate docurantation to support each recommendation

23. Prepare appropriate data entry forms for each recamended addition/
change to the thesaurus

24. Submit documentation re: changes to the thesaurus to the section
manager for review and circulation to section staff and appropriate
in-house staff

25. Attend and participate in meetings to discuss and act on proposed
changes to the thesaurus

26. Supervise input of approved changes/additions to the master thesaurus
dItabase
27. Prepare introductory material to be included in each new edition of the
thesaurus

28. Work with publications manogement staff and data processing staff of
appropriate) to develop procedures and establish schedules for the
regular publication of new editions of the thesaurus

29. work with senior staff of the indexing section and data processing
staff to develop procedures for regular maintenance of the subject
headings in the indexing database which have been changed in or deleted
from the thesaurus database

30. Perform proofreading of assigned sections of new editions of the
thesaurus, as required
24
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SENIOR LEVEL

'THESAURUS DEVELOPMENT & ODNINL

31. Function as an expert in assigned subject areas

32. Establish and maintain contact with subject experts in the field who
are working in assigned subject areas and who may supply expert advice
upon request

33. Maintain an up-to-date collection of reference works in assigned
subject areas to support subject reference needs

34. Attend professional meetings in assigned subject areas and in the
information field; prepare reports for dissemination to staff

35. Keep abreast of developments in the information field that affect
thesaurus development

36. Develop contacts with other information professionals both within and
outside the parent organization

37. Together with senior level staff from acquisitions, reference/
information anulysis, and indexing/abstracting sections, identify
organizations/institutions which IrgodOce information in the subject
field(s) which the information center/clearinghouse supports

38. Participate in in-house committees which require specific subject
and/or language expertise
39. Perform spe:ial studies, as assigned

40. Forward recommendations for materials to be acquired to the selection/
acquisition staff
41. Conduct business by phone, when appropriate
42. Write memos and letters, as required
43. Maintain a record of work performed

44. Make recommendations to the section manager for improvement in
operation of the section
45. Attend and participate in staff meetings

46. Provide as overview of the operations of the section to visitors, as
requested
47. Train and supervise support staff, as required

25

THESAURUS DEVEMPNENT 6 CONTROL

SENIOR LEVEL

MbeLlgratal
48. Work to develop "esprit de corps" among co-workers and staff supervised

49. Assist section manager in writing job descriptions for self and for
staff supervised
50. Assist section manager in developing performance standards for self and
for staff supervised

51. Assess performance of existing equipment/systems used in the section
and investigate capabilities of other equipment/systems
52. Recommend acquisition of new/additional equipment/systems
53. Train section staff in operation and maintenance of equipment/systems

54. Draft statements of work for contract proposals for services, systems,
equipment and/or maintenance
55. Evaluate contractor's proposals
56. Write articles for professional journals /newsletters

57. Draft statements of section procedures and policies; draft revisions as
required

58. Flax:hart and document section procedures
59. Prepare manuals of procedures
60. Assist section manager in on-going systems analysis of the section

61. Analyze statistics for all operations in the section and prepare draft
statistical reports

62. Assist section manager in preparing the annual budget for section
operations
63. Function as section manager in his/her absence

CCMPEIIECIES VALIIMSZ) AS
ESSINZIAL VERSES ZESIRABLE
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!EMUS DEVELOPMENT & OWING

SENIOR LEVEL

Basic knowledge
*** knowledge related to literacy, numeracy, ocanuoications, etc.

fiubiegtknadiige
*** knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g.,

edication, medicine, chemistry, bar, etc.)
*** knowledge in greater depth in specific subjects, (e.g., science, math,

and environmental educationp handicapped and

ooumiaation skills, *lc.)

gifted children;

reading and
** knowledge of foreign languages

IllfgralitiOLAGLIDNAlledlean
**
*
*
*

(Generic)

knowledge of dafiniticn, structure, and founts of infoasticim
knowledge of alternative atiproschas to the orgenisatica of information
knowledge of alternative approaches to retrieval of infatuation
knowledge of alternative approaches to infosnation management
knowledge of available and emerging infonmatiat technologies and their
applicaticns

** knowledge of completed and ongoing research

in

the field and its

applicability to practice
*** knowledge of how to learn on an ongoing basis

awl

about information work environments

knowledge of the

esponding iammation

their interrelaticnships (social,

community, its participants and
economic, technical, etc.)

knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational
structures
* knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered
* knowledge of the users of the services and products,
character-

their

istics and infonmeathebits

IglatledgeSLAALMNILigdall

fox:timer the

*** knowledge of the thesaurus development and control
range
of services and products offered (both actual and potential)
are required to offer the services and
* knowledge
produce the products
are necessary to support the
** knowledge of the various resources
activities
*** knowledge of reference tools in specific subject areas

of the activities that

that

711ESALIRUS DEVELOPMENI' & CONI'ROL

SENIOR LEVEL

Eno/ledge of what work is done (cant' d1

*** knowledge of methods and techniques for thesaurus developeent and
control
** knowledge of performance expected and bow it can be Reamed

* knowledge of job responsibilities and working conditions (e.g., range
of duties, prof:able ccepensation, bandits, etc.)

Da/ledge of had to do work
*** knowledge of how to perform the various activities (e.g., develop basic

list of teams in selected subject fields, develop tasammies,

complete date_ entry foams for craw references, access and update
the system, etc.)
*** knowledge of bow to use specific tools for thesaurus development and
control
*** knowledge of bow to apply the methods and techniques of thesaurus
development and control
* knowledge of proofreading techniques and procedures
knowledge of personnel procedures

* knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,
services and products

* knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and
presentation
** knowledge of available systems, services and products to support
thesaurus dwelopeent and control
* knowledge of the costs associated with resources (materials, personnel,

specs, etc.)

* knowledge of cost analysis and interpretation methods
knowledge of methods of resource allocation
* knowledge of alternative management structures and their implications

for the operation of the section

** state-of-the-art knowledge of research and practice in thesaurus
develoseent and control techniques
40.1

** knowledge of the siesiaa, gags and objectives of the

organisation

* knowledge of the structure of the °mediation and the role of the
section within the organisation
* knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the
organization

* knowledge of

the policies and procedures relevant

** knowledge of the

to section operations

various mow= available within the orgenisation

(e.g., personnel equips*, etc.)
tom are used IN indoors

*** knowledge of bow the thesaurus

** knowledge of the operations of other sections in the organisation
bow they relate to thesaurus development and control

and

,..

THIMAURUS DavEUNNENT & CON'

,

SENIOR LEVEL

Bask Anailesial
* knowledge related to literacy, nneracy, camunications, etc.
Subject

IgIcsilitte

** knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g.,
education, medicine, chemistry, law, etc.)

** knowledp in greater depth in specific atrjects, (e.g., science, math,
and environmental education; handicapped and gifted children;
reading and commicatini skills, etc.)
* knowledge of foceigo languages

Infailoiticefidfinirattailtilia
*
*
**
**
**

(Generic)

knowledge of definition, structure, and formats of info' tiara
knowledge of alternative approaches to the orgenisatini of intonation
knowledge of alternative wreathes to retriewal of information
knowledge of alternative approaches to information magma*
knarlalge of available and emerging intonation technologies and their
arplications

* Inneledge at completed and ongoing
wile:ability to practice

research in

the

field

and its

* knowledge of career opportimities
** knowledge of how
learn an an ongoing basis

to

IncedlubLitauLinfasmatismustriumainments
** knowledge of the espendbig information community, its participants and
their interrelationships (social, economic, technical, etc.)

** knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational
structures
** knowledge of the functions performed within the various iterk settings
and the services and products offered
*** knowledge of the inlay of the services and products, their character-

Utica and Infanation hefts

rilladatbedathitMilikigLible
* knowledge of the thesaurus development and control functions, the range
of services and products offered (both actual and potential)
* knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and

produce the prolate
* lutowle of the various resources that are necessary to mgport the
activities
* knowledge of reference tools in specific subject areas

29
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THESAURUS DEVEIDPMENT & CONIROL

SENIOR LEVEL

=doge jgastaLtssjujukinaccatla
* knowledge of methods and techniques for thesaurus development and
control
* knowledge of performance tweeted and how it can bib measured

* knowledge of job responsibilities and working conditions (e.g., range
of duties, probable ompeweation, benefits, etc.)

Encalledgcsafactalastusak
* knowledge of how to perform the various activities (e.g., develop basic

list of terms in selected subject fields, develop taxonomies,

complete data entry foams for cross- references, rams and update

the gists, etc.)

* knowledge of bow to use specific tools for thesaurus development and
control
* knowledge of bar to apply the methods and techniques of thesaurus
development and control
* knowledge of proofreading techniques and procedures
* knowledge of personnel procedures

* knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the

organisation
** knowledge of evaluatial methods and techniques to evaluate systems,

services and wallas
of pubLU relations techniques
** knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and
* knowledge

presentation

** knowledge of available systems, services and products to support
thesaurus development and control
* knowledge of the costs associated with resources (Materials, personnel,

space, etc.)

* knowledge of cost analysis and interpretation methods
* knowledge of methods of resource allocation
* knowledge of standards, measures and methods for evaluating personnel
* knowledge of alternative management structures and their implications

for the operation of the section

** state-of-the-art knowledge of research and practice in thesaurus
development and control techniques

s4 g

)

1

.4

g
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* knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the organization

* knorledge of the structure of the organisation and the role of the
section within the organisation
* knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the
organization

Rta:MLEDGB

SENIOR LEVEL

II1ESAURUS EEVELOPNENT & CONI'ROL

lowledoe of the organization and eaecific work unit laont'd)

* knowledge of the policies and proosbrts relevant to section operations
* Imowledge of the various remoras available within the organisation

(e.g., personnel, equips*, etc.)

** Imowledge of how the theism= teas are used by indexers
* knowledge of the operatives of other sections in the organization and

how they relate to Virus develops* and control

31
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SRS VALIDATED AS
ESSERrIAL VERSUS DIMMABLE
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IBESAURUS DEVELOPMENT fi 03NIROL

SENIOR LEVEL

a is bills
*** literacy, numeracy, cognitive, analytical, ocemunicatiane, etc.

SIMElalatecLrakassitiraCtivititil
Ability to:

goo

*** perform
activity
*** apply consistently the guidelines for thesaurus development and control
*** locate and use appropriate reference tools to prov*.de subject support
in thesaurus development and control
**ofperceive the infoaaticti needs of the thesaurus neer
* establish rapport with colleagues
**of oomnicate well by written, verbal and non-verbal means
* collect, analyse and interpret data
** sake decisions and reocemendations based on available information
** work independimtly and in groups
sedentary god'
* develop criteria for evaluatien

* per

** mike Wea..We, thody, and wellinfoneed decisions
** isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and
action for their solution
** menage time effectively

=dot meetings with Indlvictiels and grape
arbitrate and negotiate
* anticipate law-range needs of the section
* design systems and Procedures to improve section operations
apply methods of immurement and evaluation
budget and make projections
** optimise the nee of arganisaticnal and section resources

COPPETENCIIM VALIEATIEL AS BECK
VCRE VILRSUS LESS DEORINNT

IN THE PIN=
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'IHESAURUS DEVELOPMENT & CONITOL

SENIOR LEVEL

tic Skills
literacy, numeracy, cognitive, analytical, ocaninicatials, etc.

skills Related to Specific Activities
Ability to:
perfoas

ma activity

apply consistently

the guidelines for thesaurus &vol.:went and control
locate and mae appropriate reference tools to provide subject support
in thesaurus chwelopment and control
perceive the information nee& of the thesaurus user

establish rapport with oolleawes

uommulicate well by ..ritten, verbal

sake

and ncn-verbal.

means

declaims and recommendation based an available informatica

work Independently and in groups
perform seiiratary work

develop criteria for evaluation
sake effective, timely, and well informed decisions
isolate and define problems and develop the necessary
acttcn for their solntica

criteria and

menage tine effectively

*

* comb* an Interview
contact meetings with
supervise staff

individuals and groups

arbitrate and necpciate
*** anticipate lay-range needs of the ;sect.ica
design systems and procedures to improve section operations
apply methods of measurement and ewaluaticn
budget and sake projections
optimise the use of organisatiaial and section resources

COMPEPENCIIS VALIDATED AS

ammtaiAL VERSOS DESIRABLE

5/

THESAURUS DEVELOPMENT & coma,

lammitipnal Attitudes
Attitudes Toward Ipstituticne

* leepect for profession
* Respect for the thesaurus develmsent and
* Respect for the parent organization

control section

Attitudes Toward Other People
Toward Users
** Respect osiers

** Like people in general
* Like to help people
Like to meet people
** Like to make others feel comfortable
* Sensitive to others' needs

igargaMbrIMARAbraWal0
** Respect co- workers
* Like to work with othersfts a teem
* Like to work on an

* Willingness to draw upon and share knowledge
others
* Supportive of coworkers

ZeragnAL.Qualitio
**
*
*
*
*
***
*

Alertness
Assertiveness
Ccapassiun/Rinthess
Confidence
Cheerfulness
Dependebllity
Determination/Tenacity
Eft:legacy

** Emotional stability
* Fairness
* PlegIbility/Vergstility
*

_initial

* Inquisitiveness

* Leadership ability
* Neatness
* Need for achievement

58
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and experience with

MESAURUS LEVELOPMENI & CONTROL

Personal
** Objectivity

**Open-mindedness
*
**
*
*
**

Optimism/Positive attitude
Orgenisatian
Patience
Resourceful
Sensitive/Thoughtful
Sense of humor
* Sense of ethics
* Tolerance

Attitudes Related to JobilliOrk/Oraanization

Individual should demonstrate;

*** Willingoess to take/accept responsibility
** Willingness to take initiative

** Willingness to respond to authority, fully and follow policy
* Realization that there is no single "right' way to achieve the goals of
the ee_Jk

** Desire to leany/try
* Willingness to fail
**
*
*
**

t**
*Ilk
*
*
*
*

Willingnees to ask questions
Desire to work to best of ability
Responsiveness to tine constraints
Accoracy
Attention to detail
Willingness to do clerical tasks
Desire to follow-through
Service orientation
Organizational identity
Willingness to promote parent organization and its services
View of parent organization as part of a larger information environment

* Ability to see booed picture
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
*

Ability to sacrifice short-term gains for long-term goals
Political sense
Curiosity
Variety of interests
Desire to grow personally
Desire to grow professionally
Desire to remain current in specific and general subject
Positive attitude toward job

field

COPEIM'ENCIIE VALIDATED AS BNC13Nr7
NCNE VINEICIS LESS DICIREkte

IN 1BE FAURE

THESAURUS DEVELAPMENT & ODNIPCG

Dispositional

littitades

Attitudes Tczard Institutions
* Respect for profession
* Respect for the thesaurus dowel
* Respect for the parent

and control section

httituderaMorliItheraesste

Zama Ism
* Respect opera
* Like people in general
* Like to help potpie
* Like to meet people
* Like to sake others feel casfortablo
* Sensitive to others' needs

Zanalardraktileitakial0
* Respect co-workers
** Like to work with others/as a teen

** Willingness to draw upon and share knowledge and esperience with
others
*** Supportive a:: cc-mockers

*

*jrsenaging/supervising
Ro

Personal Qualities

*
*
*
*

Alertness
Confidence
Dependsbility
Fle3dbility/Versatility

* Ds *ration
*
*
*
*
*

Inquisitiveness
Leadership ability
Cbjectivity
Opsniaindschess
Organisation

* Sensitive/thoughtful
* Seise of hum
* Sense of ethics

others

THESAURUS DEVELOPMENT & 024TROL

Attitudes Related to JobAforktOrganizaticrl
Individual should demonstrate:
*
*
*
*

Willingness
Willingness
Willingness
Realisation

to take/accept responsibility
to tam initiative
to respond to authority, apply and follow policy
that there is no single 'right° ray to achieve the goals of

the maim/organization
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**
*
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
**
*

Desire to learn/try
Willingness to fail
Willingness to ask questions
Desire to writ to teat of ability
Responsiveness to time constraints
Accuracy
Attention to detail
Desire to followthrough
Service orientation
Organisational identity
Willingness to promote pare* organisation and its services
View of parent orgenisatiat as part of a larger informatics environment
Ability to see broad picture
Ability to sacrifice abort-term gains for long-tent goals
Political °some
Cbriosity
Veriety of interests
Desire to grow professionally
Desire to remain current in specIfic and general subject field
Positive attitude toward job

DIPORWiTION

atant/memmuss PICFSSIOWL compErnicus
nream/genvarna

ACFIVITIES

INEEXING/ABS'I'RACIDE

Eta& LEVEL

1.

Receive material to be indexed

2.

Log in each piece as indexing begins

3.

Review preliminary data (standard journal title abbreviation or other
title information, volume, issue, pagination, article/chapter title,

author(s), author affiliation, other bibliographic information,
abstract) entered on the indexing forp/record for accuracy
4.

Mike corrections to preliminary data, if required

5.

Translate titles, if required, and enter on the indexing form/record

6.

Read/scan the item to be indexed and identify the main theme and
sub-themes

7.

Enter Check tag data on the indexing form/record, if applicable

8.

Select the appropriate headings/heading-subheading combinations from
the approved thesaurus

9.

Enter the headings/heading-subheading combinations on the indexing
form/record

10. Mark the subject terms under which the item should be cited in the
printed index, if applicable.
Additional unmarked subject terms,
representing sub-themes in the iten, will retrieve the cited item
online only

11. Prepare abstracts or annotations, as required

12. Add corments/questicns for the reviser on the indexing form/record, if
necessary

13. Flag pieces which may require additional processing for inclusion in
other indexes/databases and/or which should be routed to reference/
information analysis staff for their review

Mbar
14. Perform proofreading of printed index page proofs as required

15. Complete necessary forms to suggest changes/additions to the approved
thesaurus; forward forms to the revisor

16. Mike recarmendations to the section manager for improvement in the
operations of the section

ber (cant' d1
17. Maintain a statistical record of work performed
18. Write menos, as required
19. Attend and participate in staff meetings

20. Provide an overview of the operations of the section to visitors, as
requested

21. Assist section manager in writing/updating the job description for
entry level indexers

22. Assist section manager in developing performance standards for entry
level indexers

23. Keep abreast of developments in the information field that affect
indexing and abstracting

24. Attend professional meetings and prepare reports for dissemination to
staff
25. Develop professional contacts both within and outside the section and
the parent organization

INDEXENWAPS1RACT1143

MID LEVEL

26. Index and abstract the more difficult materials and the selectively
indexed/abstracted materials

211U1218elldiECEILIL2L2OtLa
27. Receive materials to be indexed from the acquisitions section

28. Review materials for presence of proper locator labels; may be tar
code/OCR labels to allow for tracking of materials in process

29. Review indexing forms/records for accuracy of bibliographic data input
by acquisitions staff
30. Ebrward materials for descriptive indexing to in-house/Contract staff:

editorial staff mark off article/Chapter title, author(s), author
affiliation, and abstract
keyboarding staff input data
39
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ACITVITIIE

MD LEVEL

INEEXENG/ABSTRACI'IN3

Quality and Production Control (cont'd)

31. Keep a record (manual/automated) of the location of materials in
process

32. Review/spot check accuracy of editorial and keyboarding staff/
contractor

33. Ebrward materials to be distributed for indexing to the appropriate
Notify him/her of any problems which may affect the
senior indexer.
volume of material to be indexed
.

34. Train and supervise technicians who proof the completed indexing
forms/records before they are released for publication processing

35. Run established search profiles aad forward/release indexing data to
the designated organizational unit for publication/product processing
according to established schedules
36. Coordinate the proofreading of page proofs by section staff

37. Draft statements of work for request-for-proposals for contract data
entry
38. Evaluate contractors' proposals
39. Act as project officer for contract services for data entry

Sher
40. Review periodically the contents of the online dictionary, if
applicable.

Delete terms, as required

41. Work with a senior indexer (reviser) on a one-to -one basis to learn
revision procedures and to develop the necessary skills

42. Participate ia in-house committees which require specific subject
end/or language expertise
43. Perform special studies, as assigned
44. Work to develop "esprit de corps" among staff supervised

45. Assist section manager in writing job descriptions for self and for
staff supervised

PiTIVITIES

INDEXIM/ABSIRACTIM

MID LEVEL

Other (cont'd)

46. Assist section manager in developing performance standards for self and
for staff supervised

47. Assist section manager in the review and performance evaluation of
staff supervised
48. Assist section manager in the selection of new technicians

49. Prepare manuals of procedures for in-house technicians and for data
entry contractors

INDIDaNG/ABSI'RACTIN3

SENIOR LEVEL

50. Function so a technical expert/reviser in the sect:ln

51. Distribute work to indexers according to priority and language and/or
subject expertise
52. Revise/review the work of all in-house/Contract indexers
53. Respond to questic*is posed by revisees

54. Supervise the forwarding of all processed materials to the proper
organizational unit for storage or disposal

55. Document performance of revisees

56. Prepare and conduct formal training/update classes for all in-house/
contract indexers
Other
57. Keep abreast of bibliographic standards for indexing and abstracting;
incorporate these standards into section procedures

58. Work with the section manager to determine/revise the processing
priority assigned to each title indexed

59. Prepare introductory material to be included in each issue of the
printed index and in emulations

ACTIV1ITES

INDEXING/ASSI'RACTIN3

SENIOR LEVEL

Other (coat '

60. Together with the indexing quality and production control supervisor,

work with data processing staff (if appropriate) and publications
management staff to establish procedures and resolve problems related
to the publication /release of the indemes/dItabasec on a regular basis
61. Work with senior staff of the thesaurus development and control section

and data processing staff (if applicable) to develop procedures for
regular maintenance of subject headings in the indexing database which
have been changed in or deleted fran the thesaurus database
62. Develop and maintain appropriate search profiles to retrieve subsets of

the master indexing database for processing for distribution as
separate publications,/databases

63. Recommend new products which may be developed from the master indexing
database

64. Work with senior staff of the acquisitions section to establish
procedures and resolve problems related to the timely recept of
materials for indexing, input of bibliographic data on the indexing
form/record by acquisitions staff, and the regular production of lists
of titles indexed for inclusion in the printed index

65. Work with senior level staff fran the acquisitions and reference/
information analysis sections to formulate draft selection policies for

all types of materials to be acquired and processed (fully or
selectively) by the center/clearinghouse; recommend revisions as
required

66. Together with senior level staff from acquisitions, reference/
information analysis, and thesaurus control sections, identify
organizations/institutions which produce information in the subject
field(s) which the information center/clearinghouse supports
67. Review indexing staff suggestions for changes /additions to the approved
thesaurus; confer with section manager and other senior level indexers,
as appropriate

68. Act as liaison between the indexing section and the thesaurus control
section on all questions related to use/modification of the approved
thesaurus

69. Prepare/update manuals of indexing and abstracting policies ard
procedures for in-house/contract indexers

AMIVITIES

INDEXIICABSIRACTIM

SENIOR LEVEL.

Other (cont' d)

70. Maintain an up-to-date collection of reference works to support the
respective subject reference needs of the indexers

71. Work with the sectioA manager to establish and/or revise standards of
performance for all levels of indexers
72. Flowchart and document e', section procedures
73. Assist section manager in on-going systems analysis of the section

74. Assess performance of existing equipment and/or systems (manual or
automated) used In the section and investigate capabilities of other
equipment/systems
75. Recommend acquisition of new /additional equipnent/systens

76. Train staff in operation and in-house maintenance of equipment/systems
77. Fiservise in-house operation and maintenance of equipment/systems
78. Assist in the selection of new ;-,fessional staff

79. Mite articles for professional publications men appropriate
80. Analyze statistic6 for all operations in the section and prepare draft
statistical reports

81. Assist the section manager in preparing the annual budget for section
operations
82. Function as section manager in his/her absence

c knowledge (hummed)
*** Knowledge related to literacy, ITURAMMW, communications, etc.
filibuct knowledge

* knowledge of the palmy subject field of niers served (e.g., edamtics, medicine, thiftry, kar, etc.)
* knowledge in greater depth in specific subjects, (e.g., science, math,

and environmental education; handicapped and gifted children;
rending and amanication skins, etc.)
** knowledge of foreign languages

InewleationAcienoliaggledge (Generic)
**
**
*
*
**

Lwledge of definition, structure, and formats of information
knowledge of alternative approaches to the organization of information
knowledge of alternative approaches to retrieval of information
knowledge of alternative approaches to informaticelmenegement
knowledge of available and emerging information technologies and their
applications

** knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field and its
applicability to practice
** knowledge of how to learn an an ongoing basis

EfffraffkiLliklitAllfriMSUCELIVALSIZUZIKIID
* knowledge of the expending information community, its participants and
their interrelationships (social, economic, technical, etc.)

* knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational
structures
* knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered
* knowledge of the users of the servi, A3 and products, their characteristics and information habits

1CoOrderbtagAMILAVELILAM
* knowledge of the indexing and abstracting halation., the range of
services and products offered (both actual and potential)
knowledge of the activities that are reguionlim offer the services and

Ps am the pcodocts

***
***
a**
***

knowledge of the various Tesourles that are necessary to support the
activities
knowledge of indexing tools
knowledge of indadng ad aketracting mothods and techniques
ignadatiP of Pegomance empsatad and haw it con be measured
knowledge of job responsibilities and working conditions (e.g., range
of duties, probable ampensation, benefits, etc.)

Knowledge of how to do work

** knowledge of bow to perform the various activities (e.g.,

descriptive
data ce the

review

indexing for aocuraw, perform subject inde3dng, enter
indexing fors/record, etc.)
*** knowledge of how to we the indexing tools
*** knowledge of how to apply the hamming and abstracting methods and
techniques
* knowledge of proofreading techniques and procedures
* knowledge of personnel procedures
,1 I

* knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the organization

* knowledge of the structure of the organisation and the robs of the
section within the organisation
** knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the organization
* knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant
the section
operations
* knowledge of the various resources available within the organization
(e.g., personnel, equipment, etc)
* knowledge of the users' inforeatiai needs and requirements

to

INDEKENWABSTRPCMIG

MID LEVEL

** greater depths of knowledge specified above
** knowledge of the operations of other sections in the orgenIsetion and
bow they
indezing/abstnecting
knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the
organization

relate to

** knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate system,
services and products
* knowledge of quality and productiro control techniques awl procedures

INDEXThEASSTRICIIN3

SENIOR LEVEE,

*** greater depths of knowledge specified above

statistical

description, analysis, interpretation and
* knowledge of
presentatias
* knowledge of &mailable vendor-supplied systems, services and products

to support Indexing/abstracting
* knowledge of the costs associated with rer.. woes (materials, persmnel,
spew, etc-)
*
*
*
*

knowledge
knowledge
knowledge
knowledge

of cost analysis and interpretation methods
at methods of reeource allocation
of standards, 1111111011111 and methods for evaluating personnel
at alternative menagement structures and their implication
cessation of the section

for the

* state-a-the-art knowledge of regards and practice in indexing and
abstracting techniques

COMPEIVICIES VAi1Za'® AS BECOUNG

IMRE VERSES LESS =acme
IN ISE PUKES

74

Basic knowledge
** knowledge related to literacy, numeracy, cemunicatians, etc.

Blbild_kagmladoe
*** knowledge of the primary object field of users served (e.g., neddcine,
chemistry, lain etc.)
*** knowledge in greater depth in specific subjects, (e.g., nonrommataiy,
neureptlysialogy, nenramirgety, etc.)
*** knowledge of foreign languages

latuoktio&figiervalwilesigo (Generic)

*
*
**
*

knowledge of definition *nature, and foants of infmatiai
knowledge e alternative approaches to the organisatimo of lemmata=
bvvledge of altonatIme approaches to retrieval ci infonation
Imanedge of altemative approaches to !emotion anagement

* knowledge of available and emerging information tedinologies and their
applications

* knowledge of completed and ongoing rewords in the field and its
applicability to poetics
* knowledge of career opportunities
** knowledge of how to learn an an ongoing basis

jggailgaggekall informatice

work enviroments

** knemledge of the empaiding information community, its participants aril
their Interrelationivips (social, economic, technical, etc.)

** knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organisational
structures
** knemledge of the !Unctions perfommed within the verbs

mock settings

widths mervicesandprodoctiofiered
*** knemledge of the users of the serving and products, taeir characteristics and informatiat habits

4P
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COMPEIENCIES VALMITED AS
ESIONTIAL VERSE INEDIABLE

78

MDEXENWABSTRACTIKV

ENTRY LEVEL

Basic Skill&
*** literacy, ntzeracy, cognitive, analytical, orunications, etc.

$kills Related to Specific Activities
Ability to:
* perform iscb activity
** apply indexing and abstracting rules cunsistently
* perceive the informatics needs of the data user
** establish rapport with colleagues

*** commicate well by written, verbal and non-verks1 as
* collect, analyze and interpret data
* make decisions and recarenendaticns bum on available information
* work independently and in grclips
* perfoem sedentary work
develop criteria for evaluation
* make effective, timely, and well-informed decisions

* isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
** manage time effectively

INEEZINWABSTRACMC

MID LEVEL

fikill11_22],ated_tsiliskigrajrz_kalyiti
*** Skills listed above are developed to

a greater extent

Ability to:
conduct an interview
* anduct meetings with individuals and grouts
supervise staff
** arbitrate and negotiate

79
50

INEEME/ABSIRACIIIC

SENIOR LEVEL

*** Stills listed above are developed to a greeter extent

Ability to:
** anticipate lcarrange needs of the section;

** design systems and procedures to improve section operation;
* apply methods of meseurament and evaluation
*of budget and mete projection
*** optimise the use of organisational and section reeources

CBS VALIDATED AS BECKENG
ACRE VERSUS LEIS DIECEINTZ

DI TBE MIRE

81

Sas/c Skills
* literacy, numeracy,

cognitive,

anelytical,

commicaticns, etc.

filsillaJklitteLf&Amilkaatlyitira
*
**
***
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**

Ability to:
perform yagt activity
apply indexing and abstracting rules consistently

perceive the information needs of the data ow
establiet- rarport with colleagues
communicate well by written, verbal and non-verbal means
collect, analyse and interpret data

sake declaims and recommendation based an available infonetica
work independently aid In groups
perform sedentary work
develop criteria for evaluation
make effective, timely, and well-informed decisions
menage time effectively

INDEXIVABSIPACITIC

MID LEVEL

Elii116203AtINUALnicklincifiractiYila
* Skills listed above are develcced to a greater extent

*
*
*
*

Ability to:
conduct an interview
conduct meetings with individuals and groups
supervise staff
arbitrate and negotiate

INDEXIICVABSINACITIC

SENIOR LEVEL

* Skills listed above are dards:cad to a greater extent
Ability to:
** arlticipate lung-range needs of the section
* design systems and procedures to improve section operations

* apply methods of meesuresent

and evaluaticri

* budget and mike projection
** optimise the use of orgenisatianel and section ram:roes

83

DigswitigogLAttgalgo
Attitudes Toward Instituticrg
* Respect for profession
** Respect for the section
** Respect for the parent organization
Attitudes Toward Other People
Toward Oserg
*
**
**
*
*

Respect users
Like people in general
Like to help people
Like to meet people
Like to make others feel comfortable
Sennitive to others' needs

-hzdars112theralatimikrkam
**
*
*
*

Respect co-modcers
Like to work with others/as a team
Like to work an tun
Willingness to draw upon and share knowledge and experience with
others
* Supportive of co-workers

nuanallIalities
**
*
*
*
*

Alertness
Assertiveness
Compassion/Kindness
Confidence
Cheerfulness

e**Dipendibmw

* Deterninationenacity
** Diplomacy

* Motional stability
* Fairness
* Flexibility/ t*
tility
* Deaginatim
* Inguisitivenesr
* Leadership ability
* Neatness
* Need for achievement

53
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MDEXINGABSIIIACIING

aruseassigitimuciatai
** Objectivity

**Open-mindedness
* Optimism/Positive attitude

**Orgenizatian
*
*
*
*
**
*

Patience
Resourceful
Sensitiveilboughtful
Sense of humor
Sense of ethics
tolerance

Attitudes Related

to JohAeork/Organizaticm

Individual should demonstrate:

** willingness to take/accept responsibility

* ofill_ingnees to take

inklative

Willingness to reepond to authority, apply and follow policy
* Realization that there is no single "right' ray to athieve the goals of

the sectiaVorganisaticn
*** Desire to learnitzy
Willingness to fail
cc Willingness to ask questions
* Desire to work to best of ability

** Responsive lees to Use constraints
cc Pccuracy

cc
*

cc
*
*
**
*
*
*
**

Willingness to get bends dirty
Atteiticn to detail
Willingness to do clerical tasks
Desire to follov-through
Se vice orientatics
Organizational identity
williegness to promote parent organization and its services
Vie/ of parent organization as part of a larger information environment
Ability to see brand picture
%.n sacrifice short-term gains for long-term goals
Political sense

Curiosit
Variety of interests
* Nstire to grow personally
Desires to grow professionally
a Desire to remain current in specific
* Pouitive attitude toward job

and

54

general subject field

85

Attitudes Toward Instituticns
* Respect for the parent organization

Attitudes Toward Other

Rea&

=Lard users
* Sensitive to others' needs

Toward Others in the Workplace
** Willingness to drat upon and share knowledge and experience with
others
* Supportive of no-workers
* Imjay sansging/supervising others

Pedonalakiliti2e.
*
*
*
*
*
*

Alertness
Dependability
Rlaidbility/Versatility
Imagination
Inquisitiveness
Leaderehip ability

* Neatness
* Open-aindedness
* Reeouroeful

* 5ensitiveillmoughtful
* Sense of humor

* Sense of ethics

Meta "NATION CENFERALEARINGBABE PIVNESSICIMPL COMETENCIES

REFERENCWINKSIMTION NIPLYISIS

Acrivnus

BURY LEVEL

REFERENCE/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

Custan Searches
1.

Log in and review search request forms submitted by requesters

2.

Contact requesters if clarification of information requirements is
required

3.

Supervise the return of search request forms/letters to requesters if

the forms/letters lack essential information; use form letters to
indicate why the requests have not been accepted for processing
4.

Develop the strategy for

btaining, evaluating, and packaging the

information and data to meet requesters' needs
5.

Perform online searches, using proper thesaurus terms and advanced
search techniques to retrieve the requested information

6.

Review retrieval output for relevancy

7.

If aittionai seardhing is required, determine appropriate scarce(s)
(ver..ical files, printed publications, consultation with subject
experts, etc.)

8.

Refer requests to higher-level reference staff, as appropriate

9.

Refer requesters to other information services/sources, as appropriate

10.

If copies (hard or microfiche) of origtNal documents are required,
forward/transfer document numbers and requester identification to the
appropriate contract distributor for separate mailing/delivery ok the
copies

11.

Supervise preparation of rearch results for mailing/delivery to
requesters

12.

Supervise the transfer of billing documentation/data to the
appropriate fiscal control staff

Aubsprilltion Searches
13.

Run stored search profiles/progress; at specified intervals

14.

Supervise preparation of offline printouts for mailinc: ielivery

..7r

INFORMATION ANALYSIS

01-

EMMY LEVEL

Information Analysis
15.

Perform searches (online and manual) to support the information
analysis activities of higher level section staff; obtain copies of
the cited documents

16.

Translate titles and abstracts, as required

17.

Assist in proofreading information analysis products

18.

Recommend development of information analysis products on specific
topics

19.

Recommend topics/news notes for inclusion in the center's/Clearinghouse's newsletter(s)

WV/
20.

Perform bibliographic verification as required

21.

Supervise handling of phone and written requests for intonation on
the services provided by the information center/clearinghouse

22.

Assist senior staff with procedures, documentation and communication
to support the implementation of special online training classes and
system demonstrations

23.

Participate in training representatives of database distributor/
services, contractors and organizational staff in searching the online

database(s) and using the controlled vocabulary developed by the
information center/clearinghouse
24.

Suggest ways in which the online system may be made more user-friendly

25.

Participate as a team member in staffing exhibits and demonstrating
the online systam at professional meetings and conferences

26.

Assist mid level staff in investigating requesters' problems related
to search charges and to lack of satisfaction with search results

2'

Participate in cross-education of staff by filling out and
distributing staff alert forms dee.ribing new information discovered

about the subject fields(s) of interest to the information
center/clearinghouse, the online system, specific databases, specific
types of equipment, telecammmications systens, etc.

REFERENCE/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

EERY LEVEL

ether (cant' dl

28.

recommend materials/data for inclusion in reference soume files
(vertical files, in-house indexes)

29.

Complete necessary forms to suggest changes/additions to the approved
thesaurus; forward forms to senior level section staff

30.

Recommend new publications/products which could be developed from the
databases produced by the center /clearinghouse

31.

Use interdisciplinary reference sources /services to identify materials
which are in-scope for the center /clearinghouse and which should be
acquired

32.

Forward to the selection/acquisitions staff recommendations for
materials to be acquired and indexed

33.

Reoanmend acquisition of materials for the reference collection

34.

Perform special studies, as assigned

35.

Conduct business by phone, whenever appropriate

36.

Write memos and letters, as required

37.

Maintain a record of work performed and prepare a mcrthly report of
activities

38.

Prepare manuals of procedures

39.

Make recommendations to the section manager for improvement in
operations of the section

40,

Attend and participate in staff meetings

41.

Provide an overview of the operations of the section to visitors, as
req'iested

42.

Supervise technicians and other paraprofessional staff

43.

Work to develop "esprit de corps' among staff supervised

44.

Assist section manager in writing job descriptions for self and for
staff supervised

REFERENCE/INFORMATION ANALYSIF

EMMY LEVEL

Qther (cant' d)
45.

Assist section manager in developing performance standards fcr self
and for staff supervised

46.

Assist section manager in the review and performance evaluation of
staff supervised

47.

Assist in the selection of new technicians and paraprofessionals

48.

Keep abreast of r!ew and changing reference sources, services and tools

49.

rlep abreast of new and developing technologies applicable to
reference searching and information analysis

50.

Keep abreast of developments in the subject field(s) supported by the
information center/clearinghouse

51.

Attend professional meetings and prepare reports for dissemination to
staff

52.

Develop professional contacts both within and outside the parent
organization

REFERENCE/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

MID LEVEL

Custom aidrAle8
53.

Perform more complex searChes

54.

Assist entry le, 31 staff with any questions related to search
formulation or strategy, including use of the approved thesaurus terms

NAGaRtion Seardhes
55.

Develop and maintain stored scarch profiles for subscription seardhes

56.

Obtair feedback from requesters on the relevancy of retrievals

57.

Modify stored search profiles, ar required

haparres

REFERENCE/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

KM LEVEL

fieardabierdsatikini
58.

Work with fiscal control staff and data r:ocessing staff to develop
systems and procedures for forwarding/transferring billing data to the
fiscal control office

59.

Work with data processing staff and representatives of documen.

distributors to develop procedrrea/programs for forwardin?,/
transferring retrieved docunent numbers to the appropriate contractor
for docunent distribution
60.

Work with representatives of docunent distributors to resolve any
problems related to docunent delivery

61.

Prepare information brochures/fact sheets on the search program and
other services provided by the center/Clearinghouse

62.

Prepare application forms and all necessary form letters to supper:
the search services

63.

Supervise all activities related to enrollment of new subscribers in
the current awareness subscription search service

Develop and supervise operation of a tracking system in order to

64.

maintain knowledge of the status of all information requests
Coordinate the investigation of requesters' problems related to search
charges and to lack of satisfaction with search results

65.

ImEsazatimlarkbmis

Review published information on selected topics, analyze the

66.

information, consult with subject experts as required, and draft
information analysis products for raview by senior staff

Coordinate the proofreading of all information analysis products

67.

approved for publication
68.

Prepare the center's/clearinghouse's regular newsletter(s) on specific
topic(i) with input from section staff

QUIPJ
F9.

Organize andimaintAin refrence source files (vertical files, in-house
indexes)

ACTIVITIES

REFERENCE/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

MID LEVEL

Other (cont' d)
70.

Make preliminary selection of forms and/or develop draft record
formats for all reference files and operaticns

71.

Assess performance of existing equipment /systems /services used in
reference and investigate capabilities of other equipment/system/
services

72.

Recommend aoquisiticn of new/additional equipment /systems /services

73.

Train staff in operation and in-house maintenance of equipment/
systems/services

74.

Supervise in-house operation and maintenance of equipment/systems/
services

75.

Gather information for maintenance contracts on equipment/systsms

76.

Draft statements of work for contract proposals for services, systems,
equipment and/or maintenance

77.

Evaluate contractors' proposals

78.

Train and supervise entry level staff

79.

Assist in the selection of new professional staff

80.

Write articles for professional journals/newsletters when appropriate

REFERENCE/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

SENIOR LEVEL

,ash Service Adhinistratim
81.

Supervise the overall planning and operation of the custom and
subscription search services

82.

Assign search requests to the appropriate entry and mid level staff
for processing

83.

Assist mid level staff in formulating the search strategies for
particularly difficult topics; confer with senior level indexing and
thesaurus development staff as required

REFERENCE/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

84.

SENIOR LEVEL

Spot check the search results obtained on custom and subscription
searches; recommend additional search strategies as appropriate

85.

Work with publicaticns/product management staff and data processing
staff to identify charging requirements for custom and subscription
searches

iatfILAXAblingAnIDERMIISUAtiQ0
86.

Work with publications/predict management staff in scheduling online
training for contractors and representatives of database distributors/
services

87.

Plan and coordinate all training activities and denvIstrations/
exhibits related to the information center's/clearinghouses's online
database(s)

88.

Monitor and evaluate all training activities and system demonstrations/exhibits by direct observation and by review of attendees'
written evaluations

89.

Advise section staff of ways in which they may improve training
sessions. training aids, and system dermstrations/exhibits

Information Analysig
90.

Receive and review newly-Indexed materials that have been flagged for
forwarding to the reference /information analysis section (selected

journals, state-of-the-art reviews in selected subjects and
information prepared by selected experts /organizations)
91.

Select topics for information analysis

92.

Plan information analysis products, developing the objectives and
general outline for mach one

93. Work with publications/prodict management staff to establish
production and distribution plans, procedures, and estimated budget
for each publicaticn/product

94. Work with s

:tea staff to develop a detailed outllie for each

information ,aalysispublication/product

IffEREKE/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

SENIOR LEVEL

ZititSMAtifiLiDianifLiCatal
95.

Assign various section staff to prepare part(s) of each publication/
product

96.

anction as editor of each information aralysis publication/product

=aI
97.

Function as a technical expert in all matters relating to reference

search services and to preparation of information analysis
publications/products
98.

99.

Work with publications/product management staff to plan a marketing
program to make potential user groups ewer^ of the search services and
information analysis publications/products

Identify organizational mailing lists that publications /product
management staff Should obtain for marketing purposes

100. Obtain input from users regarding changes that they would recommend in

the search services and in the information analysis publications/
products

101. Represent the center/clearinghouse at professional meetings and
conferences in the subject field(s) of interest to the center/
clearinghouse

102. Together with senior level staff from %:he selection/aoquisitions,

indexing/abstracting and thesaurus control sections, identify
organizations/institutions which produce information in the subject
field(s) which the information center/clearinghouse supports

103. Work with senior lrtel staff from the selection/acquisitions and
indexing/abstracting sections to formulate draft selection policies
for all types of materials to be acquired and processed (fully or
selectively) by the center/clearinghouse; recommend revisions as
reqte-ed

104. Work with senior level selection/aoquisitions staff to evaluate the
existing data collectionls) and to identify areas of weakness

105. Review suggestions by section staff for changes/additions to the
approved thesaurus; forward recommended changes/additions to thesaurus
development and control staff

649
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SENIOR LEVEL

REPERENCE/IrPORNATION ANALYSIS

Dither (coat' d),

106. Review and weed reference source files on a regular basis

107. Compile lists of reference books and standard works which comprise a

basic collection in each major subject area of interest to the
center/Clearinghouse.
New editions of these materials are to be
Forward the lists to acquisitions for
acquired when published.
processing
108. Draft section procedures and policies; draft revisions as required
109. Flowchart and document section procedures

110. Assist section manager in on-going systems analysis of the section
111. Analyze statistics of section operations and prepare draft statistical
reports
112. Train and supervise mid level staff

113. Assist section manager in preparing the annual budget for section
operations
114. Function as section manager in his/her absence

98
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COMPETINCIES =MEW AS
=seam VERSOS DESDiABLE

RWERENCE/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

ENTRY LEVEL

Basic knowledge
*** knowledge related to literacy, numeracy, communications, etc.

Subject knowledge

* knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g.,
adulation, medicine, chemistry, 1.114 etc.)
* knowledge in greater depth in specific subjects, (e.g., science, math,

and environmental education; handicapped and gifted children;
reading and camnunication skills, etc.)
** knowledge of foreign languages

Information Science Knowladae (Generic)
*
*
*
*
**

knowledge of definition, structure, and formats of information
knowledge of alternative approaches to the organization of information
knowledge of alternative approaches to retrieval of information
knowledge of alternative approaches to information management
knowledge of available and emerging information technologies and their
applications

* knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field and its
applicability to practice
* knowledge of career opportunities
** lummtledge of bow to learn an an ongoing basis

Ikaaledgealistutinfamatiout
** knowledge of the expanding information ccumunity, its particitiants and
their interrelationships (social, economic, technical, etc.)

* knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational
structures

* moiledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered
* knowledge of the users of the services and products, their characteristics and information habits
lipailedae of what work is done

** knowledge of the reference and information analysis functions, the
range of services and products offered (both actual and potential)
* knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and
produce the products
* knowledge of the various resources that are necessary to support the
activities
** knowledge of reference tools

66
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REFERENCE/INFORM/MC.1 ANALYSIS

ENTRY LEVEL

powledge of what work is dome (Dont'd)
** knowledge of reference and information analysis methods and techniques
** knowledge of performance expected and bow it can be 'measured
*** knowledge of job responsibilities and working conditions (e.g., range
of duties, probable compensation, benefits, etc.)
Knowledge of hew to do work
** knowledge of bow to perform the

various activities

(e.g., review search

request form, develop search strategies, perform online and manual
searches to support infoceation analysis
*** knowledge of hew to use the reference tools
*** knowledge of how to apply the reference methods and techniques

activities, etc.)

* knowledge of personnel procedures

Bnc d

a of the oraaeizaticn

and specific

* knowledge of the mission, goals and

York

chit

objectives

of the organisation

* knowledge of the structure of the organization and the role of the
section within the organization

* knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the
organization

* knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to the section
operations
** knowledge of the various resources available within the organisation
(e.g., permute, equipment, etc.)
** knowledge of the users' information needs and requirements

MID LEVEL

REFERENCE/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

*** greater depths of knowledge specified above

** knowledge -Z how to apply the information analysis methods and
techniques
** knowledge of the operations of other sections in the organisation and
how they relate to reference and information analysis
** knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the
organization
* knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,
services and products
* knowledge of quality and production control techniques and procedures
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REFEREME/INEOWITION ANALYSIS

SENIOR LEVEL

*** greeter depths of knowledge specified above
** knowledge of oblic relations techniques

** knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and
presentation
** knowledge of available vendor-supplied systems, services and pcodicts
to support reference and information analysis
** knowledge of the costs associated with resources Ontaials, personnel,

awe, etc)
*
**
**
*
*

knowledge of cost analysis and interpretations methods
knowledge of methods of resource allocation
knowledge of standards, mesaures and methods for evaluating personnel
knowledge ef alternative management structures and their Implications
for the operation of the section

state -of -the -art knowledge of research
information analysis techniques

and practice

in reference and

CONEWINCIIS VALUATED AS BEICOINNG

WEE VERSUS LESS Diva lamer
IN IRE ENTIRE
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ERIE/ LEVEL

REFERENCE/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

Basic knowledge

* knowledge related to

literacy, nmeracy,

ccmswiticaticns, etc.

EukillgtknadatO

*** knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g.,
education, medicine, chemistry, 1st, etc.)

greater depth in specific subjects, (e.g., science, math,
and environmental education; handicapped and gifted children;

** knowledge in

reeding and communication skills, etc.)

** knowledge of foreign languagPs

Infasmatisallcienaeinodledge (Generic)

* knowledge of definition, structure, and founts of informetial
* knwledge of alternative approaches to the organization of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to retrieval of informaticn
* knowledge of alternative approaches to information management

** knadedge of available and emerging infonlatian technologies and their
applications

* knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field and its
acplicability to practice

* knowledge of career opportunities
** knowledge of how to learn an an ongoing basis

lcnatilzkie.AbOutlasamittictutaluntilonagitE
* knowledge of the eat:ending infoneaticn commity, its participants and

their interrelaticnships (social, eccsaiai technical, etc.)
* lundedge of the variety of work settings and their organizational

structures
* knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered
*** knmdedge of the users of the services and products, their characteristics and information habits
gnat/ledge of what work igdang

* Liowledge of the reference and infomeatirn analysis functions, the
range of services and products offered (both actual and potential)
* knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and
produce the products

* knowledge of the various resources that are necessary to support the

activities

** knowledge of reference tools

69 1
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REFERENCE/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

EnctiaedgedwhaLwaulagne4mntla
knowledge of reference and infonation analysis methods and techniques
* knowledge of performinae expected and how it can be measured

lcnowledge of job responsibilities and working conditions (e.g., range

of duties, probable crpensation, benefits, etc.)

EistalesigestiviLisukitods
knowledge of how to perform the various activities
* knowledge of bow to use the reference tools
lcnowledge of bow to apply the reference method r and tedm-ques
* knowledge of personnel procedures

Iknowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the organisation

knowledge of the structure of the organization and the role of the
section within the organisation
knowledge of the various resources available within the

organisation

(e.g., personnel, equips*, etc.)

knowledge of the

users' information

needs and requirements

MID LEVEL

REFERENCE/INFORNATICN ANALYSIS

greater depths of knowledge specified above

knowledge of bow to apply the information analysis methods and

tedmiquis
lamowledge of the operettas of other sections in the organisation and
bow they relate to reference and intonation analysis
** knowledge of th ocntractby process, both in general and within the
organisation
knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,
services and products
Icnowledge of quality and production control tedmigues and procedures
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REFERENCE/INFORMATICti ANALYSIS

SENIOR LEVEL

* greater depths of knowledge speolftglabove
* knowledge of public relations tedhniques

* knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and
presaltation
* knowledge as available veer- supplied systems, serwkes and products
to support reference and information analysis
* knowledge of the costs associated with resources (materials, personnel,

space, etc)
*
*
*
**

knowledge of cost analysis and interpretation methods
knowledge of methods of resource allocation
knowledge of standards, measures andmetbods for evaluating perscomel
knowledge of alternative management structures and their implications
for the operation of the section
** state-of-the-art knowledge of research and practice in reference and
information analysis techniques
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COMPETENCIES VALIERTED AS

NNENTIAL VEFSOS DISIRABLE
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EnrFa LEVEL

REF'ERENCE/INIVRMATION ANALYSIS

Basic Ski116
***literaci, numeracy, oognitive, analytical, oimmounic:aticas, etc.

aills Related tgSpecific Activities
Ability to:

*
*
*
*
*
**

*
*
*
*

perform /ugh activity
teach adults
use computer and telecommuniontJklmeguipient with ease
perceive the informattice needs of the data user
establish rapport with colleagues
commisikm*.evell by written, verbal nndnon-verbal means
collect, anmlyme and interpret data
make decisions and recommendations based on available Information
work independently and in groups
develop criteria for evaluation
.wake effective, timely, and well-informed decisions

** isolate and define problems and develop the necessaty criteria and
action for their solution
** manage time effectively
conduct an interview
* supervise staff

MID LEVEL

REFERENCE/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

Ocilla Related to Itch Specific Activity
** Skills listed above are developed to a greater extant
Ability to:

** analyse, evaluate and synthesise information
* communicate with data processing staff an a tedbnical level
* conduct meetings with individuals and groups
arbitrate and negotiate
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SENIOR LEVEL

REFERENCW/NEORNATION ANALYSIS

fat Skills listed above are developed

to a greater este*

Ability to:
** anticipate long-range needs of the section and of the organization
improve operations of the section

*** desigl systems and procedures to
of the organtsatkin

** apply methods of asosuralent and evaluation
** budget aryl sake projections
** optimize the Ime of organisational

and

section

109
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..irsaararrwrorrirminifinraiiIri.o

resources

and

SENIOR LEVEL

REPERENCE/IEEPOSEVCION ANALYSIS

** Malls listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:
** anticipate long-range needs of the pectic) and of the organisation
*** design rystees and procedures to improve operations of the peaks and
of the ocginization
** apply methods of asaeurammt and evaluation
** budget and mike projections

or* cgtiaire the use of or

and tactics resources
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CEMPRIINICIES VALIDATE) AS BKOMING

MORE VERSUS LEES xpromagr

IN THE MARE

111

SAWS

MEW LEVEL

REFERENCE/INFORMATION AN LYSIS

DASicrALLUS
*** literacy, nuaeraw, cognitive, analytical, comnicatials, etc.

aiiillBelated12andtkiletivities
Ability to:
* perform

ma activity

** teach adults
** we computer and tel
equip's& with
* perceive the information meads of the data user
* establish rapport with colleagues

ease

* develop criteria for evaluation

* manage time effectively
* conduct an interview

MID LEVEL

REFERENCE/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

ailliadAteLtilikiitARZcifira2tiliti
* Skills listed abcke are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:
** analyze, evaluate esti synthesise information

** communicate with data promising staff an
* conduct Reaings with Individuals
* arbitrate and negotiate

a tedmical level

and groups

SENIOR LEVEL

REFERENa,/INFORMATION ANALYSIS

* Skills listed

above

are developed to a greeter

extent

Ability to:
* anticipate long-range

needs of the section and of the organisation
* design systems and procedures to improve operations of the section
of the organisation

* apply methods of massuremnt and ambition

* budget and site prod actions
* optimize the use of irganisatiatal and section resources

"112
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CCIIMENCHS VAL/ISTED AS
111612111111, VERSOS DESIRABLE
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Krum=

REFMENCWINFORMATION ANALYSIS

Dismaitigoa Lattitaideo

Attitudes

Toward

Institutions

* Respect for profession
** Respect for the section
* Respect for the parent organisation

Attitudes

Toward Other People

Toward Users

*" Respect

users

* Like people in general
** Like to help people
** Like to meet people

* Like to We

others feel comfortable
** Sensitive to others' needs

i2dArdIghtlaiL

the Work lace

* Respect co-workers
* Like to work with others/as a tem

* Like to work an own

** Willingness to dear upon and share knowledge and esperieice with
others

* Supportive of co-workers
** Enjoy managing/supervising others
EELEAHLLQUAli, idtg

**
*
*
*
*
***
*
*
*
*
**
*
*

Alertness
Assertiveness
Canpassicn/Kinchess
Confidence
Cheeriviness
Dependability
Deteadnation/Tenacity
Diplomacy
motional stability
Fairness
Flezibility/Versatility
Imaginaticn
Inquisitiveness

** Leadership ability
* Wetness
** Need for achievement

114
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ANALYSIS

REFERENCE/INFORMATION

Qualities

Personal

attitude

endurance

Physical Resourceful

Sensitive/Thoughtful

* * * * * *

Objectivity Cpen-minderbess Optimism/PositiveOrganization Patience

*
**

honor ethics

**

Seise

of of

Sense

**

Tolerance

*

Job/Work/Organization

to

Related

$ttitudes

demonstrate:

should

Individual

responsibility

take/accept

to

initiative

take

policy

follow

and

**

of

goals

the

richieve

to

*

the

questions

fail ask

constraints

ability

of

best time

**

dirty

hands

get

to

detail

to

tasks

clerics"

do

to

Willingness

* * * *

Responsiveness Accuracy Willingness"Attention

to to
work

to to
learn/try

*

to

**

to

*

Desire

**

Willingness Willingness Desire

sectiaVorgenisation

way

that

there

is

no

single

'right'

apply

authority,

to

respond

to to

*

Willingness Willingness Willingness Realisation

**

**

Service

orientation

follow-through

to

Desire

**

services

its

and

organisation

environsalt

information

a

larger

as

part

of

parent

of

View

picture

see

to

goals

long-term

for

gains

short-term

sacrifice

to

Ability Ability

parent

identity promote orgenisation broad

to

Organizational Willingness

* * * * *

sense

Political.

**

interests

of

personally

professionally

field

subject

general

and

specific

Desire

**

Positive

attitude

toward

in job

current

grow grow men

Desire

**

to to to

Curiosity Variety Desire

* * * *
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REFERWWINFORNATICti ANALYSIS

DiMfaitia lailtetitate
Attitudes Toward Institution
* Respect for the parent organisation
Attitudes 'toward Other People

Toward
*
*
*
*
*
*

Ram

Respect users
Like ceopl, in general
Like to help people
Like to meet people
Like to sake others feel comfortable
Sensitive to others' nee
Toward Others in the Workplace

* Like to work with otherm/as a team
** Willingness to draw upon and share knowledge and experience with
others
* SUpportive of co- corkers

Personal

*
*
*
*

Alertness
Confidence
Cheerfulness
Dependability

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Diplomacy
!Motional stability
Plexibility/Versatility
Emegination
Inguisitiveless

*

Leadershipatility
Neatness

* Open -u indedness

*
*
*
*
*

Optisaim/Positive attitude
Orgmnismtion
Patience
Physical endurance
Resourceful

* SensitinAboughtful

* Sanwa humor
* Sense of ethics
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AITITCUES

REFERENCE/INIORMTION TINALYSIS

=Laski BalatiffLtsaabaisaLaganizatico
Individual should demonstrate:

*
*
*
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

Willingness to take/accept responsibility
Willingness to take
Willingness to respond to authority, apply and follow policy
Realisation that there is no single 'right' vay to achieve the goals of
the sectiashrgenisation
Desire to lesunitry
Willingness to fail
Willi:swag to ask questions
Desire to work to be
of ability
Responsiveness to time constraints
Pccuracy
Willingness to get hands dirty
Attention to detail
Desire to follow-througt,
Service orientation
Organizational identity
Willingness to promote parent °minis:tics and its services
of a larger information environment
View of parent orgonisaticn as
Ability to see broad picture
Ability to sacrifice short-ters gains for long-tem goals

initiative

pert

* Political seise
* Curiosity
*
*
*
**
*

Variety of interests
Desire to grow personally
Desire to grow professionally
Desire to remain current in specific and general subject field
Positive attitude toward job
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SMIOR LEVEL

PUBLIC:1010ES AND PROCUCT MANAGEMENT

Planning
1.

Work with senior staff of various sections to identify publications (in
hardoopy and/or :.microform) and special data products (computer tapes

for distribution to database distributors, special reports and
listings, reprints, data supplied to special subject interest groups
for publication of bibliographies, etc.) which may be developed from
the master indexing, thesaurus, and acquisitions datmlbmmes or which may
be prepared by organIxation staff
2.

Contract for/conduct market surveys to identify the potential need,
demand for, and response to the various planned publications/products

3.

Recommend modifications to planned publications/products based on
analyses of market survey results

4.

hbrk with the section manager, staff of the respective sections, and
data processing staff to prepare the production plans and requirements
for each new publication/product.
Provide special assistance by

helping them visualize the publications /products and minimizing
production costs in plrnning
5.

Fbllcwing approval/modification of new pubaicaticn/product plans by
senior management, work with the appropriate senior staff to develop

procedures afid establish schedules for the production of each
publication/product
6.

Estimate the cost which must be charged for each publication/Product in
order to cover costs and make a profit, if applicable

7.

Work with representatives of database distributors and other
organizations to arrange preliminary details related to the use of and
reimbursement for the supplied data

8.

Draft documentation required to support the production and distribution
of each approved publication/product

9.

Work with appropriate organizational staff to plan and identify
in-house procedures and contract requirements to support distribution
of publications/products on demand or on a subscription basis.

10. hbrk with appropriate organizational staff to negotiate and monitor

contracts and other agreements in support of production and
distribution of publications/products

120
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PLEILICATIONS AND Won= NANPGEt4ENT

SENIOR LEVEL

zionnincLigantm
11. Work with appropriate organizational staff to develop plans and
procedures for distribution of copies (hardcopy or microform) of
materials indexed by the center/clearinghouse
12. Work with legal counsel to develop documentation which may be completed
by a copyright holder to grant permission to the center/clearinghouse

and/or its distributing agent to reproduce and sell copies of the
original material

13. Work with apppropriate organizational staff to negotiate and monitor
contracts and other agreements in support of microfilming original
materials, converting the film to fiche, and supplying hard/fiche
copies of the materials on demand or on a subscription basis; all
microforms should meet federal and national

Iktalaur.Q2edinetiso
14. Keep abreast of industry-vide standards for online databases

15. Work with senior data processing staff and staff of the respective
sections to ensure that established standards are maintained in online
files developed by the organization

16. Work with senior staff in the respective sections and data processing
staff to develop methods for testing the technical integrity of each
database/software package prior to release of tapes for publication
processing, for distribution to &tame distributors, or for sale
17. Work with appropriate st&d. in the respective sections to ensure that
the content data in each database is ready for release on schedble and
fulfills quality and quantity requirements

18. Work with data processing staff, representatives of database
distributors and photocomposition/videocomposition contractors to
ensure that the data is released in formats compatible with the
receivers' systems

19. Coordinate in-house preparation of documentation and training programs

for representatives of database distributors; provide them with an
overview of the content and potential uses of the data contained in
each database

20. Coordinate staff review of database d'cuzastatias created by database
distributors for thdr clients
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KIBLIOLTIONS AND PROEM' IQUOGEMENI

SENIOR LEVEL

Database juirsunatigtufamtga
21. Coordinate the sending of computer tapes to the database distributors
of schedule

22. Supervise the maintenance of docunentation files for each database
released to dstatase distributors

23. Maintain a statistical record of the use of each database by database
distributors' clients
24. Maintain a financial record of the royalty/usage charges received fran
database distributors

Publicaticon_Qamikatio
25. Work with in-house staff and contractors to ensure that all deadlines
are met in the production scheUe for each publication

26. Coordinate operations related to the processing of illustrations for
publications:
make/obtain half-tone photos and/or line cuts
crop photos as required and mark their locations on galleys
write captions
Choose type
paste up boards
ensure return of negatives fran publisher and file
return artwork obtained on loan
27. Provide guidance, as needed, to senior staff of the respective sections
in development of objective, user-oriented introductory materials for
publication
28. Send galleys of introductory materials for typesetting

29. Coordinate the proofreading of the introductory materials by senior
staff in the respective sections
30. Obtain computer tapes of the content data for each publication and send

to the appropriate source for computerized photocomposition/
v ideocamposition

31. Receive the positive or negative camera-ready copy

32. Work with senior staff of the respective sections to coordinate the
proofing of the camera-ready content data
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PUBIATCATIONS AND PROLOCT MANS

SENIOR LEVEL

2010:LicAtilYULLWidimation (coat' d?

33. Design or contract for the design of the covers for each publication

34. Establish a color rotation cycle fnr the covers of successive year's
issues/cumulations

35. Obtain/Assign publication numbers for ears publication, as required
(e.g., volume and issue numbers, in-house document numbers, publisher's
series numbers)
36. Obtain an ISSN for each title published as a serial

37. Obtain Cataloging-in-Publication (CIP) data for each publication/
series

38. Apply for copyright for cub publication. is appropriate

39. Send the o-mplete package of camera -ready copy to the printer with
specifications for the size of the publication, the cover color(s), the
type of binding, the type of met, the number of copies (for in-house
use and shipment to Cfto distributing agent), etc.

40. Fbr data to be published by special subject interest groups, send the

camera-ready content data to the respective organizations for
publication processing

41. Fbr microform publications, send computer-output-microfilm (CON) and
introductory copy to the appropriate contractor for the creation of the
masters and production of copies.
Specify the number of copies for
in-house use and for Shipment to the distributing agent
42. Fbr special or occasional publications, provide guidance, as needed, to

senior staff of the respectiv.: sections regarding writing the
introductory material, so that the publication will not be outdated too
quickly by use of time-linked wording

43. For approved reprint publicatiam, send negatives, if available, to the
reprint publisher; ensure that all negatives are returned

44. Keep track of costs related to production of each publication; r'te
coat trends

45. Notify the respective sections of the costs associated with production
of each of the publications

46. Supervise the maintenance of files related to production of each
publication
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SENIOR LEVEL

PUBLICATIONS AND PRCCUCP NANAGENENP

Birleting
47. Prepare advertising brochures for each publication/prodUct; coordinate
review by appropriate 'n -house staff prior to publication

48. Request/purchase mailing lists from appropriate sources to reach the
target audience for each putlication/prodUct

49. Coordinate mailing of samples of new publications to the editccs of
journals and reference guides in the appropriate subject fields

50. Work with a graphics designer to prepare copy for paid advertisements
51. Purchase advertising space in appropriate journals

52. Plan and staff exhibits of publications/products at professional
meetings and conferences
53. Coordinate the preparation of a list of publicaticvs/products produced;
publish the list as a separate or include the list (full or partial) in
each title published

54. Contact known users of each publication/product to get feedback on ways
the publication/product may be improved

=or
55. Assist users, as requested, in resolving problems which they may
encounter in obtaining/using the publications/products from the
designated distributing agent(s)

56. Plan and coordinate a marketing program to make potential user groups
aware of the services provided by the information center/clearinghouse
57. Contact users of the services of the information center/Clearinghouse
to get feedback on ways that the service may be isproged

58. Attend professional meetings in the information field and in
publications and data products management; prepare reports for
dissemination to staff

59. Keep abreast of developments in the information field that affect

publications and product ma.'egement and information centers/
clearinghouses

60. Develop contacts with other professionals in publications and data
products management
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PUBLICIMONS AND PROWCT MANAGEMENT

SESMCft LEVEL

Other (=It'd)
61. Perform special studies, as assigned
62. Conduct business by phone, when appropriate
63. Write memos and letters, as required
64. Maintain a record of work performed

65. Make recommendations to the section manager for improvement in
operation of the section
66. Attend and participate in staff meetings

67. Provide as overview of the operations of the section to visitors, as
requested
68. Train and supervise support staff, as required
69. Work to develop "esprit de corps" among co-workers and staff supervised

70. Assist section manager in writing job descriptions for self and for
staff supervised
71, Assist section manager in developing performance standards for self and
for staff supervised

72. Assess performance of existing equipment/systems used in the section
and investigate capabilities of other equipment/systems
73. Recommend acquisition of new/additional equipment/systems
74. Train section staff in operation and maintenance of equipment/systems

75. Draft statements of work for contract proposals for services, systems,
equipment and/or maintenance
76. Evaluate contractor's proposals
77. Write articles for professional journals/newsletters
78. Draft statements of section procedures and policies; draft revisions as
required
79. Fla/Chart and document section procedures
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ACTIVITIES

PUBLICATIONS AND PRODUCT MANAGEMENT

SENIOR LEVEL

gther (cant' dl

80. Prepare manuals of procedures
81. Assist section manager in on-,voing systems analysis of the section

82. Analyze statistics for all operations in the section and prepare draft
statistical reports

83. Assist section manager in preparing the annual budget for section
operations
84. Function as section manager in his/her absence

COIPEPINCIES VALIEATAD AS
113SEICIAL VERSOS DESIMBLE
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SENIOR LEVEL

PUBLICATIOWPRMOCr NANCENENI

Basilic km/Wm
*** knowledge related

to literacy, rmseracy, communicaticos, etc.

liultsztJoicvl2dge

** knowledge of the primary subject field of
elecatian, medicine, chedstry, Ism, etc.)
knowledge in

users served (e.g.,

greater depth in specific subjects, (e.g.,

and environmental education, handicapped
reading and ammumication skills, etc.)

science, math,

and gifted children;

* knowledge of foreign languages

Infammticelfeclimhiagilfitt
a

(Generic)

knowledge of definition, structure, and fomats of information
knowledge of alternative approaches to the organisation of infonetion

* knowledge cf. alternative approaches to retrieval of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to information management
** knowledge of available and emerging information technologies and their
applications

* knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field and its
applicability to practice
* knowledge of career opportunities
** knowledge of bow to learn on an ongoing

basis

En2d2SigradEuLinforInticillgUILJKOW3102112

knowledge of the emending

information amenity, its participants and

their interrelationships (social, economic, techniad, etc.)

knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational
structures
* knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered
* knowledge of the users of the services and products, their character-

istics and 'emetics habits

Eagasigasifwhat work is done
*** knowledge of the publications and product management functions, the
range of services and products offered (both actual and potential)
*** Imowledge of the activities that are rejoiced to offer the MIDEVi011 and
prodoce the products

of the various resources that are necessary to support the
knowledge of methods and techniques for publications and product

*** Imo,
**a

sanagement
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POBLICATIOWISMUCT tatiCENENT

SENIOR LEVEL

EaCifiedsLAtigtat jaziLigagekliagatIsil
** knowledge

of performance expected and Inv it

can be

measured

** Marla* of job responsibilities mrd working conditions (e.g., range
of duties, probable compenseticet benefits, etc.)

EogdodwathirdIDALKork

*** knowledge of bow to peaces the various activities (e.g., malice
market surveys, plan oar publications/products, coordinate
production of publicatiuns/prodocts, etc.)
** Imowledge of how to apply the methods =I techniques of publications
and precinct menegment

** knowledge of proofreading tedmigas and prom/use
* knowledge of personnel procedures

* knadedge of the contracting process, both in general and within the
organisation

* knowledge of evaluation methods and
services and products

techniques to evaluate

systens,

** knadedge of quality and pmdaalan control tedmiques and procedares
* knowledge of public rela*.
techniques

knowledge of statistical description,

interpretation and
* knowledge of available systems, services and products to support
analysis,

prenntatica

pubLtcations and product smegement

** lmowledge of the costs emaciated with resources baterials, personnel.,
apace, etC.)
** knowledge of cost analysis and interpretation methods
* knowledge of methods of resource allocation
* lmowledge of standards, mesutes and methods for evaluating pereamel
* knowledge of alternative amagement structures and their indicaticos

for the operation of the section

* state-of-the-art knowledge of research and practice In publications and
product management techniques

Naglledged±112121:91dEltiClLIIIILISIOCifkaniUmit.

** knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the

orgenisatica

** knadedge of the structure of the organisation awl the role of the
section within the orgunisatim
** knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the
dm:

of the policies and proosikans relevant to section qamatials
*** Imarledge of the various ramatoes Mailable within the organisation
(e.g., personnel, equipmentii etc.)

** bade*ge of the gentians of other sections in the

orgenimtize and

how they relate to public:atlas and product menegamat
se
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PUBLIOCIOWPRODUCT MANAGEZENT

SENIOR LEVEL

Batikkosidlests

* knowledge related to literacy, numeracy, oamoicaticns, etc.
abject knogledge

** knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g.,
adoration, medicine, chemistry, lam, etc.)
* knowledge in greatcs depth in specific subjects, (e.g., science, math,
and environmental education: handicapped and gifted children;
reeding and ammemicatiar situps, etc.)
* knowledge of foreign languages

Infmkatica_Scitoctimmledge (Generic)

** knowledge of definition, structure, and formats of infuriation
** Imowledle of alteurative approaches to the ocgenisatioi at information
* knowledge of alternative approadies to retrieval of informatics
** knowledge of

alternative

approaches to informatics momegsmnt

** Imowledge of available and serging information technologies and their

application
* knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field and its
applicability to practice
* knowledge of

career opportunities

** brooder* of bow to learn an an ongoing basis

itsmaesUealmtinfazosticrur
* knowledge of the

their

emending

infuriation community, Its participants and

technical, etc.)
and their organisational

interrelatiorships (social, economic,

knowledge of the

variety of work settings

structures

* knowledge of the functions

performed

within the various

work settings

and the services and products offered
** knowledge of the users of the services and products, their &erecterintim and information habits

EurailksigksLibitaezLisubot
** knowledge of the publications and prods* menages's* functions, the
range of services and products offered (both actual and potential)
** knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and
prodice tbe 'sabots
** knowledge of the various resources that are neceeary to 'wort the

activities

** knowledge of methods and

techniques for publications and product

menageamt

* knowledge of perfoemence aspectsd and bow it can be seemed

SENIOR LEVEL

PUBLICATIOWPRODUCT MANDIGEMEM

Se 2a2fibLQUICKISAIME1S

** knowledge of how to perform the various activities (e.g., conduct

market surveys, plan new publications/products, coordinate
production of pubLicatins/pro&cts, etc)
to apply the methods and ted niquus of publications
of

** knowledge

mehow

and product menegannt
* knowledge of proofreading techniques and procedures
* knowledge of personnte procedures

* Imowledge of evaluation matkils and techniques to evaluate systems,
services and products

** Imow ledge of quality and production control techniques and procedures
** Imow ledge of public relations techniques

* lmowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and
presentation
* knowledge of available gnaw, services and products to support
publications and product Rena gement
** Imowledge of the costs associated with resources dials, personnel,
ace, etc.)
of cost analysis and interpretation methods
** Immdedge of methods of resource allocation
* Imowledge of stenclards, ensures and methods for evaluating personnel

** Imowlpedge

* Imowledge of alternative mensymast structures and their implications
for the operation of the section
** state-of-the-art knowledge of zesearati and practice in publications and
product Benignant tedmitgoes

EfigtagskikdtheDrardaticILSINI11211CifireifftaUllgt

** knowledge of the mission, goals end objectives of the organisation

** Imowle5p of the structure of the orgnisatiai and the role of the
section within the organisation
** knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the
orynisation
* Imowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to

section operations

* knowledge of the various resources andlable within the orgenization
(e.g., personnel, equipment, etc.)
* lmowledge of the operations of other sections in the orymisation and
bow they relate to publication and product management

9132
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PUBLICATION/PRODUCT MANAGE MENT

SENIOR LEVEL

llagiclsillg
* literacy, numeracy, cognitive, analytiml, ccomutications, etc.

Stills Related to Specific Activities
Ability to:
* perform mob activity

a establish rapport with colleagues
*** cunicate well by written, verbal
** collect, analyze and interpret alb&

and non-verbal means

*** make declaims Ind reccumendeticne based an available informatics
** work Independently and in growls
* perform sedentary work
** develop criteria for evaluation

** make effective, timely, and well-informed decisions

** isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and
action for their solutim
** menage time effectively
a ocnduct an Interview

** conduct meetings with Individuals and groups
** supervise staff
** arbitrate and negotiate

** anticipate long-range MOB

of the maim

and of informatim users

a design systems and procedures to improve section
a apply methods of measurement and evaluation
** budget and mike projections

operatians/proclicts

** optimize the use of orgenizatimal and section resources

134
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SEMIS

SENIOR LEVEL

FUBLICATIOWPRODUCI NANAGEMENT

112atc_fikilla

* literacy, numeracy, cognitive, armayticalt camagaritials, etc.
fikillaRelaZ1112agrairrhakiti26

Ability to:
* parfait sigh activity

* (stabil& rapport with colleagues

comuticate well by written, verbal and nonverbal amens
* collect, analyse and interpret data
make decisions and recommendations beeped cm available infoimatim
* work independently and In groups

develop criteria for evaluation
* sake effective, timely, and weLlinformed declaims
isolate and define problems and develop the neossmuy criteria emd

actim for their solution

* image time effectively

conclict meetings with individuals and groups

* supervise staff
* arbitrate aid negotiate

** anticipate long-range needs of the sect-ice and of informaticn users
* design systems and prooecbres to Improve notice operatians/producA.as
* apply methods of messurement and evaluation

* hetet and mdse projection
optimise the use of organisational and maim resources
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Arr1.1116

PUSLICATIOWPRODUCT MANNMENr

DissmitismiLlittitudes

AttitudelTaarclinstitaticag
** Respect for professim
*or* Respect for the publications and product eemgement section
** Respect for the parent orgenixaticn

Attitudes Toward Other People

award Users
**
*
*
**
**
*

Respect users
Like people in general
Like to help people
Like to meet people
Like to make others feel comfortable
Sensitive to others' needs

22darigthealntilwalcalalca
* Respect oo-workers
** Like to work with others/as a teem
* Like to work an can

** Willingness to draw upon and share knowledge and experience with
others
* Supportive of co-workers
* RIjoy menaging/supervising others
Personal

**
*
**
*
**
**
*
**
*

Alertness
Assertiveness
CcepassiaViCincbess
Confidence
Cheerfulness
Dependability
Detersinaticetrenacity
Diplcamcy
Reoticnel stability

** PalmFlexibility/Versatility

* Isaginatim
*
* Leoteership ability

Neatness
Weed for achievement
Objectivity

riMINWININNlowgIrraiirrerigremil
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**Opepsindedaess
* Optimism/Positive attitude

**Orgenhaticn
** Patience
** Physical endurance
* llevourcerul

* Sensitive/Thoughtful
** Sense of humor
* Sense of ethic &

* Tcderance

Attitudes Related to Job/Work/Organization
Individual should demonstrate:

*** Willingness to

take/accept responsibility
*** WiLlingness
take initiative
*** Willingness
respond to authority, apply and follow policy
** Realisation that there is no single 'right' way to achieve the goals of

to
to

the sec ti

***
*
***
**

to

Desire
learn/try
Willingness
Willingness to ask questions
Desire
work
best of ability
*** Reeponsiveness to tine constraints
* Pccuracy
* Willingness
get hands dirty

to fail

to

to

to

*** Attention to detail
***
*
*
**
**
***
**
***
*
*
*
**
***

to

Desire
follapthrough
Service orientation
Organisational identity
Willingness
prorate went organisation and its services
Vise of parent organizatial as part of
information environment
Ability
broad picture
Ability
sacrifice short-term gains for long -team goals
Political sense
Curiosity
Variety of interests
Desire to grow personally
Desire to grave professionally
Desire
remain current in specific and general subject field
Positive attitude toward job

to

to see

to

to

a larger

BLS vAuraTE) As BKONING
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